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A MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD

As you read through the following pages of this magazine, I am sure that you will echo the
words of a recent visitor to School. ‘I wish I were young enough to come here myself’. That lady
was looking round on behalf of her daughter but her sentiments are often repeated by current
parents or Old Girls when they visit us. As Headmistress I am privileged to experience much
of what goes on here. I can take delight in the school concerts and drama productions and
my intellectual horizons are regularly expanded by the enrichment lectures. It is true that my
pleasure in the girls’ more active pursuits, such as their sporting triumphs or their success in the
Duke of Edinburgh awards, is more vicarious, but it is no less profound as a result. This year I
was also able to share in the joys of the French Exchange, thanks to an offer by Mrs Naughton
for me to join the group, which I appreciated immensely. I do hope you will find reflected here
something in which your daughter has played a part and also a range of things which she can
look forward to in the future.
Miss S Hincks, Headmistress

Year 13 Leavers

Bolton School Girls’ Division
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received the Whole-School Community
Initiative of the Year award at the 2018
TES Independent School Awards, and so
the magazine focuses particularly on our
connections with the local area through
partnerships, events and voluntary work.
The cover depicts one such enterprise:
Tea at the Riley, a monthly tea party
hosted by the Sixth Form which spans the
generations. Pupils’ wide-ranging activities
and achievements, in school and beyond,
are also documented in the following pages
and I hope you enjoy browsing the girls’
memories and highlights.
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COMMUNITY ACTION & VOLUNTEERING

Community Involvement
Bolton School won the ‘Whole school
community initiative of the year’ award at
the TES Independent School Awards 2018.
The School was praised for its involvement
with the Bolton Sports Alliance, which
supports high-quality PE provision to local
primary schools. The judges said:

“There is an
extraordinary amount
of work being done for
an awful lot of people,
with a very wide range
of opportunities being
provided by Bolton
School.
“They have been
absolute leaders in the
sector in community
work. It is a really
strong project that
has had a very
significant impact on
its area. A shining city
on the hill.”
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However, the School’s involvement with the
local community stretches even further. The
Careers Department organises a bi-annual
Careers and Higher Education Fair for everyone
in the local area, offering students in Year
9 and above insight into a broad range of
careers, modern apprenticeships and university
and college options.

friendly conversation and good company from
their Sixth Form hosts.

The Sixth Form Community Action programme
actively encourages students in Years 12 and
13 to give back to Bolton and the wider region.
This year, 27 students across both Divisions
achieved a Gold Volunteering Award for
giving 100 hours or more of their time. The
Sixth Form girls’ initiative Tea at the Riley is
just one volunteering example among many.
Older people from the local area visit the Riley
Centre to enjoy a hand-made afternoon tea,
complete with sandwiches, cakes and sweet
treats, drinks, entertainment, and of course

Staff also offer their time, and have been
instrumental in delivering the SHINE: Serious
Fun on Saturdays programme over the past
nine years. The project, which runs on Spring
Term Saturday mornings, this year saw 43 Year
5 pupils from a dozen local primary schools
have fun widening their learning. As well as
traditional classroom subjects, the children
enjoy unusual activities that they would not
encounter through the normal curriculum.
Bolton School students assist the programme
as volunteers.

Year 11 pupils get involved with National
Citizen Service, which has a volunteering
aspect. The scheme is annually introduced to
the whole of Year 11 with a visit to Bolton Lads
and Girls Club, another member of the Bolton
Sports Alliance. Last year 33 girls took part.

Bolton School Girls’ Division

Inspire Women
Awards
Headmistress Sue Hincks was nominated
for the Teacher of the Year and Lifetime
Achievement Awards at the 2018 Inspire
Women Awards. She was also one of finalists
for the title of Woman of the Year.
Three Girls’ Division athletes were also
nominated for the Sporting Achievement
Award: Thea Simpson (water polo), Hollie
Asquith (roller skating), and Lizzie Harkness
(football). Read more about their endeavours
this year on page 37.
The Inspire Women Awards celebrate women
who have gone above and beyond to make
outstanding contributions in Bolton and the
local area.

As well as SHINE, Mr Wrigley and Miss Doran
provided extra lessons to Lostock Primary
School pupils. The tuition aimed to help
talented mathematicians to further improve
their grades in the summer’s National
Curriculum Assessments.
In science, Mr Ickringill has given several
Institute of Physics science presentations at
nearby schools. He also arranged a Festival
of Science in the Girls’ Division, attended by
over 800 local primary and secondary school
children, including Bolton School’s Junior and
Senior Girls and Infants. The day featured an
inflatable Planetarium, in which presenter
Richard Lake gave spectacular, age-relevant
demonstrations about the universe for Years
1-10, which even the Sixth Form could enjoy.
Simultaneously, Years 7-9 pupils took in
fascinating, fun and interactive science shows
from Sam Gregson, who covered the story of

science up to the Large Hadron Collider. The
day culminated in a talk from Dr Suzie Imber.
Primary pupils from five local schools were
also invited to join Bolton School’s musicians
for this year’s Spring Concert at Bolton’s
Victoria Hall, forming a Massed Choir and
Massed Orchestra to perform.
The Librarians annually organise the popular
Bolton Children’s Fiction Award, which puts
voting completely in the hands of young
people. The Award encourages pupils to
engage with reading, discuss the shortlisted
books and take part in enrichment activities.
Bolton School holds a ceremony to announce
the six shortlisted books in October, and in
the summer term hosts a day dedicated to
the Award. Excited pupils from schools around
Bolton attend workshops with shortlisted
authors, followed by the award presentation
where the winner is revealed.

Sue Hincks

Lizzie Harkness

Thea Simpson

Hollie Asquith

100 Years
of the Vote
The Library celebrated the centenary of
the first women receiving the vote on 6
February 2018 with a display focusing on
the Suffragettes. This included Emmeline
Pankhurt’s autobiography, history books,
novels based on the Women’s Suffrage
movement, posters and propaganda from the
period, and a pop-up image of a ‘Votes for
Women’ march.

SPIRIT 2018
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THE PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION

The Parents’ Association
The PA is undoubtedly a key part of
Bolton School life, organising memorable
events such as the Fireworks Display and
Burns’ Night.
However, Nissa Smyth, Chair of the PA,
believes in finding new ways of engaging
parents with School and pupils with the PA:
“Just last year we introduced a new Parents’
Association Future Entrepreneurs’ (PAFE)
event – a kind of Dragons’ Den competition
for all of the Year 9 girls. The teams were
challenged to create a new business idea
based on a set brief and were judged by
an external panel of entrepreneurs made
up of parents, relatives and supportive
local companies operating in a variety of
business disciplines. The winners received
a gift voucher, a Young Enterprise Golden
Ticket and a new PAFE trophy. The event
demonstrated to girls different careers
paths and encouraged interaction, focusing
on the world of work between parents and
daughters. We also involved Year 6 girls in
our focus groups and this gave them an early
insight into life in the Senior School.”
Another new venture this year for the PA
is an evening lecture series entitled “An
Audience With”. The first event featured
fitness guru Ken Heathcote, who was
interviewed by local journalist Angela
Kelly. This fascinating event explored Ken’s
amazing life in the fitness industry, during

This year’s PAFE winners Flash
and Co. with the panel of judges
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which he pioneered the first commercial
gyms, laid the foundations for UK Active,
helped set body-building standards and, as
an octogenarian, still performs endurance
fitness feats!
“An Audience With” will join annual events
like the Firework Display in helping to raise
funds. Throughout the year the sale of
Bolton School branded Christmas puddings
and wine, plant and bulb sales, and light
refreshments at School shows also put
money in the PA’s coffers.
The Girls’ Division has recently benefitted
from PA funding with the purchase of a new
Year 11 Common Room, classroom signage,
sports kit, wooden benches and Great Hall
blinds. Money is currently being saved to
help fund the refurbishment of the Theatre.
Miss Hincks said:
“Parental engagement is vital in ensuring
pupil development and success and we are
delighted that our Parents’ Association
is so actively engaged with School. It
can sometimes be the case that, as their
children get older and parents no longer
stand at the school gate at the end of the
school day, they engage less with other
parents; a strong PA helps counteract this.
I am very grateful for all the support which
our Parents’ Association lends us.”

An Audience with
Ken Heathcote

Bolton School Girls’ Division

ENRICHMENT

Evenings of Enrichment
As the academic year draws to a close, so too does another year of Arts and Sciences Enrichment
Evenings. This monthly series of events running from September to May is organised by the coordinators
for academic enrichment, Mrs Hone (Arts) and Mr Ickringill (Sciences) and provides evening talks on a
variety of subjects from a range of external speakers. These are free and open to members of the public
as well as Bolton School pupils, staff and families.
The Enrichment Evenings this year have featured former MP John Pugh,
civil engineer Isobel Garner, a performance of Antigone by the Actors of
Dionysus, meteorologist and weather presenter Tomasz Schafernaker,
philosopher and theologian Dr Peter Vardy, classicist Dr Michael Scott,
and Jeff Ralph giving The Royal Society of Statistics William Guy
Lecture.
The last of the Science events was a talk from Dr Suzie Imber, Associate
Professor in Space Physics at the University of Leicester and winner of
the BBC television series ‘Astronauts: Do You Have What it Takes?’ Her
whirlwind overview of her life so far was both inspirational and lifeaffirming, illustrating her positive approach and refusal to be put off
by initial failure. She talked about the chain of events leading up to the

opportunity to appear in ‘Astronauts’, her experiences on the show and
the amazing people she met. She also discussed her passion for highaltitude mountaineering and her work on space weather.
As far as Arts events are concerned, the Poetry Festival drew the
academic year to a close with Girls’ Division pupils reading their own
work, followed by readings and an interesting address from acclaimed
poet Simon Armitage. In addition to a wide selection of readings
spanning his entire career, he recalled the background of each piece,
thus offering further insight into the poem. He also gave advice to
budding writers, which was “to read” and to write about the universal
through the particular. The evening ended with a candid question and
answer session.

Dr Suzie Imber

Simon Armitage

“Over the course of the year I have attended nearly all of the lectures which school has kindly organised.
In particular I enjoyed a talk by Dr Suzie Imber, a very inspiring woman who was part of the series
‘Astronauts: Do You Have What It Takes?’ She described her journey of becoming a scientist and pursuing
her interest in the physics of the universe. I look forward to the new lectures for the upcoming year, and
recommend that all parents and children attend if they have an interest in the Arts or the Sciences.
Maimoona Ghanchi 10D

Meteorologist & Weather
Presenter Tomasz Schafernaker
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Isobel Garner on Engineering
the Building Blocks of Life

‘Sicily - An Island for Everyone’
with Dr Michael Scott
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OUTDOOR PURSUITS

Outdoor Pursuits
Archery Club

Year 3 Outdoor Pursuits Day

Archery Club is very popular with girls
throughout the school. They particularly
enjoy competing against the Boys’ Division!

Junior Girls in Year 3 enjoyed their
Outdoor Pursuits Day, which provided an
introduction to the kinds of team-building
and character-building activities they will
enjoy on their trips to Patterdale in the
future. They had fun completing activities
that tested their problem-solving and
listening abilities as well as a scavenger
hunt and orienteering challenge.

Sailing Tenacity was the highlight of Year
8 for me. During this adventure we got to
sail around ‘Bonny Scotland’ travelling to
different Scottish islands, exploring them and
seeing some of Scotland’s oldest landmarks.
We were offered lots of independence and
the instructors were confident enough to let
us steer and navigate.
Alesha Jiva 8G

Patterdale
Year 7

Year 8

After a long two and half hour coach drive
we arrived at Patterdale (next to Ullswater)
with a hot meal waiting for us. We
continued to have hot meals all through
the three days and, with the option of a
cooked breakfast in the morning, we had
full tummies ready for the days ahead. The
three activities that we did were: canoeing,
walking and some climbing. In canoeing
the wind wasn’t in our favour, and when
we wanted to canoe to an island we had to
ride against the waves. We sang lots of old
folk songs to fend off the cold and keep us
going. The pleasant walk took us through
little villages and to the shore of Ullswater.
It was too wet to do climbing outside so
they took us to the indoor climbing walls in
a big shed. For a final good time we walked
backwards down a climbing slope. Overall
the Patterdale trip was an enjoyable time.

This year I really enjoyed Patterdale.
Although I have been to Patterdale several
times before I still really enjoy myself every
time I go and I am looking forward to going
again in the future.
Isabel Heaton 8C
I think the highlight of Year 8 for me was
Patterdale! We did a range of fun activities,
such as sailing, gorge walking, an evening
ramble, canoeing, and doing the hairy scary
man jump.
Isabella Grainger 8G
My favourite part of Year 8 was going to
Patterdale. It was really fun doing activities
with people from other forms. I enjoyed
going canoeing and also sailing. The food
was also really good!
Cynthia Cheung 8G

Eve Blackmore 7B
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YEAR 7

YEAR 7 EXPERIENCES
Out and About
Stratford was the highlight of the year for all of us.
Despite the long journey, we were all very excited for the
days ahead with our friends. When we arrived, the rooms
caused a lot of excitement, but very soon we were all making
masks. The next day, after a lovely breakfast, we set off for
Warwick Castle. Everyone loved going through the walls of
the castle, and we were thrilled by the wonderful bird show.
Coventry Cathedral was an amazing trip back in time,
where we all learnt about the tragic bomb that hit the
cathedral. That night, we took part in an amazing drama
workshop, organised by the teachers.
On the final day, we were all reluctant to leave the hostel,
but the Mad Museum cheered us all up. It was full of
wonderful inventions and some were even interactive!
Finally, we set off to the school of Mr. Shakespeare himself.
We all got the chance to write with old fashioned quills.
After an amazing trip, we set off home excited for the
Chester Zoo trip!
Charlotte Reece 7S

Year 7 Concert
We enjoyed the Year 7 concert which gave us a chance to sing together and showcase
our musical talents. The theme was One Love Manchester – all of the songs were taken
from the One Love Concert and we especially enjoyed learning them. The songs were
Don’t Look Back in Anger, Wings, One Last Time, Rule the world, Angels and Roar
(Miss Hincks’s favourite)! My form formed a band for the concert: Nathalie, Alice and
Shaili on violins, drums by Natasha, piano by Molly and Phoebe, and flute by Esha.
Everyone really loved listening to the band because it was the first Year 7 band ever
in Bolton School. We would like to say a big thank you to Mrs Price and Mrs Wade for
helping organise the concert and teaching us all the songs in time.
Isobel Pursey 7C

Advent for the Homeless

Formby

An idea from Alice Edwards turned 7C’s annual Advent Calendar
into an endeavour to help the homeless. In the run-up to the
Christmas holiday, instead of gifting each other with Advent
treats, the girls brought in useful items such as gloves, scarves,
hats, water bottles, flasks and writing materials to be passed on to
the local homeless via Sunday Street Kitchen.

The whole of Year 7 enjoyed brilliant sunshine for the Geography
trip to Formby.

SPIRIT 2018
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YEAR 8

YEAR 8

Sufiya Ahmed
Author Sufiya Ahmed told pupils “If you
have a passion, never give up” on her visit
to Bolton School. Her address and writing
workshop was inspirational for the next
generation of writers. Discussion around
Secrets of the Henna Girl, which deals with
forced marriages in the UK, expanded to
cover writing, politics, cultural differences
and careers for girls.

History Trip
My highlight from this year was the history
trip as I learnt a lot of new things about the
topic of slavery and altogether I found the
trip well organised and fun.
Kheshayna Jadwa 8C

Patterdale
This year has been jam packed with
enjoyable activities. One thing that I
particularly enjoyed was the Patterdale trip.
It was so fun and I really wish that we could
go again in Year 9.
Isabella Morgan 8C
I have thoroughly enjoyed my time in Year
8 and all the new and exciting experiences
we have explored. One of my favourite
memories from Year 8 is the trips we
have done such as The Liverpool Slavery
Museum, Jodrell Bank and Patterdale.
Saba Salim 8C

After Exams
My highlights of Year 8 were the activities
we did on post exams week. I enjoyed this
week as we got to interact with other forms
and make new friends. We also learned
new skills like teamwork whilst doing the
Superheroes ‘Wonder Woman’ task.
Kaamilah Rafai 8C
My favourite part of Year 8 was the post
exam activity when the maths magician
came in and made me and my friend die
with laughter.
Charlotte Kennedy 8G

Wands at the ready for the Autumn Concert
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Taking part in a workshop at Jodrell Bank

Visiting Bolton’s Zakariyya Mosque

Bolton School Girls’ Division

YEAR 9
YEAR 9

During Year 9 I have noticed that a lot of confidence has been building up inside of me every day. I have always been the shy and quiet one at the
back of the classroom, hardly saying anything in lessons and terrified of giving speeches to a group of people. However, this year I wanted to do
something different. So I decided to book myself an assembly slot and talk about water; how important it is to us and for our survival on earth.
The initial idea of the assembly came from the charity that I volunteer at (Oxfam), as they requested me to be the ambassador at my school.
I promised them that I would try to raise awareness by doing an assembly and raise a little bit of money from an event too. At first I was a little
nervous to talk in front of hundreds of people who were watching me as I spoke. I thought they would find it boring, but as I progressed through the
presentation, I became more and more confident. Later, when it was over, everyone thought I did a great job and lots of people told me that they
would be petrified to do such a thing. After informing my charity about the assembly, the area manager of Oxfam sent me a card thanking me for
representing the charity at school and telling me to keep up the hard work. I am really glad I did the presentation, as it was a great experience and
one not to regret. Also, on sports day I collected money from Year 7-10 for the staff relay. I am going to hand over the cheque to my manager at
Oxfam, and this donation will be used to provide clean, safe-drinking water for water vulnerable people in the world.
Fabeha Shafaat 9C

PAFE

Show Racism the Red Card

The Parents’ Association Future Entrepreneurs (PAFE) challenged Year 9
to come up with a product to help Year 6 pupils’ transition to secondary
school, with a focus on mental health and improving resilience. In just
one day and working in small groups, they brainstormed ideas; decided
on products, company names and logos; talked to a focus group of Year
6 Junior Girls and used their input to improve their concepts; consulted a
team of experts; and wrote three-minute pitches selling their products,
which they then presented to the panel of judges.

A piece of art created by Manahil
Masood in 9C was the overall
winner in the national Show
Racism the Red Card School
Competition! Thousands of pupils
across the country submitted art,
creative writing and multi-media
entries featuring their own antiracism messages. At the awards
ceremony hosted by Stoke City
Football Club, Manahil discovered
that she had won not only first
place in the Year 7-9 Artwork
category, but also won overall
across the eight categories of the
competition! The judges were
extremely impressed with her
piece and complimented her on
the quality of both the artwork
and the message.

Flash and Co., Hack, Speak Up and Youture made it through to the PAFE
Final in July, which was won by Flash and Co.

SPIRIT 2018
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YEAR 10
YEAR 10

We were both new to the
school in September. We felt
nervous and afraid on the first
day of school, but our form
buddies were really nice and
helpful. Everyone here is kind
and friendly to us. We organised
the Christmas Post together
as a form – we had never done
anything like this before and
had lots of fun! We are looking
forward to Year 11!
Joyce Chan &
Mandy Yang 10A

As well as completing our Bronze
awards in Year 10, we did our
practice Silver Duke of Edinburgh
expedition, walking for three
days and camping for two nights
in Coniston. We improved our
map-reading, and we even had
lunch in a cave! We bonded over
the Christmas post in December
and we worked well in the
Interform netball competition,
which we won overall.
Jennie Doyle &
Charlotte Hughes 10C
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Year 10 has been a great
experience, although it has
involved a lot of hard work. We’ve
taken part in a wide variety
of clubs and extra-curricular
activities including karate,
Gold CREST, Athletics, Running,
Rounders, Lacrosse, Netball,
Dymond Society, Programming,
String Orchestra and various
enrichment lectures. As there was
more homework than we were
expecting when we made the
transition from Year 9, we had to
learn to balance our workload with
the many extra activities we have
taken part in.
As well as the in-school clubs,
in February we visited Liverpool
University as part of our computer
science GCSE course, learning
about cryptography and cyber
security and programming LEGO
robots. Those studying Food
Technology went to The Good
Food Show, and members of
our year group went on various
international trips to the Azores,
Poland, France and Germany.

At the start of the year we
were apprehensive about being
in a new form but this year
has allowed us to create new
friendships and experiences.
Our first challenge was the
Christmas Post. Although it was
a daunting experience, we were
able to overcome our fears and
raise the most money for BEAT.
As ICT ambassadors, we helped
the school community and
gained a sense of responsibility.
Playing rounders every Monday
allowed us to continue playing
our favourite sport out of PE
lessons. Young Enterprise was
a rewarding experience. My
group produced and sold our
own candles, reaching the
Manchester finals after being
chosen from 44 other teams
from the Greater Manchester
area.
Alecia Anderson &
Sara Salim 10E

We soon started our
rehearsals for The Tempest,
meeting new people whilst
working on the Joint
Production. We were very
lucky to have been invited
to attend the Girls’ School
Association meeting in
Manchester, where we
worked with Eyefilms to
produce a short, educational
movie about the conference.
This opportunity taught
us new skills, improved
our dictation and gave us
newfound confidence. This
year, we attended many
enrichment lectures, which
gave us insight knowledge
on new areas of learning,
including a sexual ethics
talk by Peter Vardy and a
Poetry Festival where Simon
Armitage gave a reading of
his poetry. We really enjoyed
Year 10 Film Day: a company
came to school to show us
how to film, learning about
camera angles for effect and
photography skills.
Emilie Fielding &
Lily Rimmer 10D

Nabilah Thagia &
Olivia Stubbs 10B

May Serenade

Young Enterprise

Filming at the GSA Conference

Film Day with the Young Film Academy

Duke of Edinburgh Walking Expedition

Christmas Post

Bolton School Girls’ Division
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YEAR 11

Arkwright Scholarship

Azores Trip

The Arkwright Scholarship Trust offers
students from across the country the
opportunity to advance their interest in
Engineering as a future career. Successful
candidates are provided with an industrial
link, are invited to attend events related to
engineering and are given a financial award to
support their ongoing individual research into
their chosen area of Engineering. Although the
application process seemed quite daunting (a
practical project, a formal aptitude test and an
even more formal interview!), in reality it was
fun, exciting and inspiring. I feel I have already
had a taste of Engineering and university life,
plus experiences that will help me when I
apply for university.

During the Easter holiday I went on the
Geography trip to the Azores. We learnt about
the local water supply and how the locals use
the volcanoes to heat their meals. We hiked up
volcanoes, saw waterfalls, streams and forests.
Although the days were tiring, the views were
incredible; my favourite part of the trip was
swimming in pools heated by the volcano and
relaxing in the natural hot springs, under a
waterfall, in the middle of the rainforest! We
were all sad to leave, but I know it will be a trip
I will never forget.
Rachel Care 11B

Amy Mackie 11A

French Cinema

National Citizen Service

Slatterys Workshop

In December a group of Year 11s travelled to
Home Cinema in Manchester to watch ‘Les
Vacances du Petit Nicolas’. Watching the
film really helped us to improve our French
listening skills and taught us about French
culture. After the film we took part in French
activities both alone and in groups, through
which we learnt new vocab and improved our
teamwork skills. Overall it was an enjoyable
experience and I would love to take part in a
similar activity in the future

The Year 11 trip to Bolton Lads and Girls
Club after the mock exams was thoroughly
enjoyable. We had the opportunity to find
out about the National Citizen Service (NCS)
and a variety of community projects that we
could support as many of us are keen to take
part in the NCS in summer! There was a range
of different activities that we could take part
in throughout the afternoon in groups which
involved discovering more about our hidden
boxing and football skills, testing our limit
on the wall climb and exploring our creative
talents in the art corner. It was a very fun
experience even if many activities involved us
being active! The day ended with a challenge
to try and pass a banana along a line of people
without using our hands. It was a good way
to enhance our team skills and got our brains
working.

In December the Year 11 GCSE Food
Preparation and Nutrition class took part in
a chocolate making workshop at Slatterys,
an award winning patissier and chocolatier
in Manchester. We made some chocolate
truffles and some Christmas lolly pops to give
to our family and friends. We all thoroughly
enjoyed the day and learnt about food safety
and hygiene, chocolate tempering and about
running a successful business. This has been
my favourite trip all year and it really helped
us bond as a GCSE class.

Cassia Drummond 11C

Issy Plant 11A

Imane Nagi 11D

SPIRIT 2018
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YEAR 12

YEAR 12

French Day

Business Challenge

Specialist Careers

Students taking French were joined by
their Boys’ Division counterparts for
an immersive day of presentations and
discussion based around the A Level
curriculum with native speaker Richard
Peltier. Students in Years 12 and 13 spent
the morning covering the topics of new
family types, the dangers of cyber-society
and the ‘seventh art’ (cinema in the
French-speaking world) in depth, and Year
13 spent the afternoon tackling additional
challenging subjects.

The ideas presented at this year’s joint
Business Challenge Day were full of creativity
and innovation. Five mixed teams, all with
eco-friendly ideas, were selected from
the whole year group to on to the Final
in December. They refined their ideas and
polished their presentations before standing in
front of the judges once again to compete in a
Dragon’s Den style pitching battle. This year’s
overall winner was Caterplastic with their
idea to use wax worms to recycle plastic from
households in an environmentally friendly
way.

Years 12 and 11, along with Boys’ Division
students, were invited to a series of
opt-in sessions on specialist university
courses and career options. Visitors from
six universities talked about the degrees
on offer and where they might lead. The
day featured Aerospace Engineering,
Animation, Child and Adolescence Mental
Health and Wellbeing, Computer Science,
Criminology, Earth and Environmental
Sciences, Medieval and Renaissance
Studies, Operating Department Practice
(ODP) and Psychoanalytic Studies.

Considering how to give back to the
community at the Volunteering Fair

Antonia Jameson

Viola Hilton
Year 12 Young Enterprise group Pundamentals
with their stall at the Bolton and Bury Final
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YEAR 13
One of the main highlights
of my years at Bolton
School has definitely been
the variety of trips. From
weekends to Patterdale to
study trips to Spain, there’s
always something to get
involved in. Sport has also
been a large part of my
time here, and without the
school I probably never
would have learned to love
lacrosse! However, the
best part for me was the
opportunity of being Head
Girl in my final year, as
having such an important
role at such a great school
has made my time here
extremely memorable.

I have enjoyed
coordinating the school’s
medical society this year.
It gave me the chance
to develop my own
medical knowledge as
well as helping others. I
have been lucky enough
to work alongside a
dedicated team who
have been extremely
supportive in my
application for medical
school.

French Debates
Caroline Blair and Maya Drummond
reached the National Final of the
Joutes Oratoires Lycéennes, a Frenchlanguage debate competition. The
final was held at the Institut français
du Royaume-Uni in London on 20
March, or International Francophonie
Day: a date when countries around
the world celebrate speaking French
through cultural events honouring
the language.
The Bolton School team won their first debate against King’s College School,
Wimbledon, arguing against the motion ‘Voting should be compulsory’. However,
they lost their second debate against Westminster while supporting the motion
‘Multilingualism is a barrier to the unity of a nation’.

Jennie Maher A1

Both girls enjoyed the day and received a very generous goody bag.

Priya Guhathakurta C2

YEAR
Leavers’ Day 2017
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

Creative Corner
Compasses

Reminisce

North
Dunes that flow into fishing villages
and harsh winter snow and ocean
stretching out
like the sea can not be contained by the
barriers of land,
where the compass points to stars that
map out the sky
in a language I do not know but want to.
East
Stone castles crumbling into ruin
like the hearts of people engulfed by cold,
just beyond the ocean are things I have not
yet imagined
and nations I have never visited but I want
to
if I could swim that far.
South
Skyscrapers that are made of glass with
afternoon tea
and clocks that almost reach the clouds,
great brass bells ringing in the distance
with tunnels underneath the very earth
to reach another city far away.
West
The homeland of my people,
with the invisible borderline,
the keeps and gory history,
farmlands and people growing into
voyagers,
taking the journey across a million waves
to find home.
Amelia Doherty 11A
3rd Place in the Goodreads Poetry
Competition 2018. Youngest Ever Finalist

It’s odd really; sat here in this disinfectant
scented doctor’s office, I can pinpoint the
exact moment I decided to get the diagnosis,
once and for all. It was such a happy day too.
Her kitchen smelt of the nutmeg she stirred
into the mash with the milk and the knob of
butter. Classic FM played on the radio, as she
glided through the kitchen, her once auburn
curls floating over her shoulders.
“Do you want any help Mum?” I asked, with
full knowledge she’d not let me interfere with
the cooking.
“You could set the table love,” she answered.
“Don’t forget the... the...” she gestured with
her hands, an action like twisting a salt cellar
or pepper mill.
“The salt and pepper?” I confirmed.
“Yes, yes” she replied, as if she wasn’t quite
sure herself. I hesitated for a moment, but let
it drop, and went to find the salt and pepper
to set them upon her old oak dining table.
My brother arrived with his tribe, his kids
giggling and pushing their broccoli to the
sides of their plates. Then they left, thanking
Grandma for the dinner with gappy smiles
and knee high hugs.
“It’s Lottie’s birthday soon,” I reminded
mum - my brother’s eldest was soon to turn
twelve.
“I’ll write her a cheque,” mum decided,
retrieving her cheque book from the brass

handled drawer and scrawling ‘thirty pounds
only’ with her gold nibbed fountain pen. She
blew on the paper to help it dry, and then
went back to the washing up, her yellow
marigolds dipping in and out of the lemon
scented suds.
We chatted as we worked, reminiscing over a
trip to France when I was small, as I dried up
the floral crockery. She described how I had
been about four, and my brother seven. He
had found a small shell on the beach and put
it in a bag with other speckled pebbles and
such. Days later on the journey home, the
car reeked of rotting fish, which caused me
to cry and my father to unpack the boot in
haste to try to find the stinking culprit.
“It turned out that shell your brother found,
was in fact a shellfish, which had died and
begun to rot,” Mum described. Tears began
to roll down my cheeks from laughter as she
remembered how my dad’s face had looked
when he found the poor creature.
“I must remember to write Lottie that
cheque,” she told me.
“You already did Mum, remember, it’s on the
sideboard over there, look.” That was it. The
sentence which caused me to be sat here.
It’s odd really how I can pinpoint the exact
moment and how half a second can have an
impact on the rest of a lifetime.
Georgina Crowther Year 12

Tracks
Cold, I can see my breath creating puffs of
cloud in the air;
its long wisps dance with me.

Women in Fiction

Riddle

Throughout History,
nothing was expected of women.
We were left to our own devices
by men who went out to work,
so we picked ink and paper
to become ourselves
and wrote about our own issues
to distinguish ourselves,
from the first ever novel in ancient China
to the works of JK Rowling.
If they wanted us to be powerless,
they should have never let us write.
Emily Manock Year 12

The art of silver and gold,

of the train in the distance.

on broken bits of life.

Suddenly I can’t move, rigid, frozen.

The lines show our beauty,

The graffiti faces on the bridge are

and the cracks of what’s left behind.

screaming at me, ordering me to move,

We put the pieces back together,

the old man shouting, yelling “Get off the
tracks.”
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to make a work of art,
because broken is more beautiful,
when we fall apart.
Evie Owens 8B
The Japanese art of Kintsukuroi, where
broken pottery is mended with gold and
silver lacquer

I feel the rhythmical chugging vibrations

Then I see the train in the distance. This
is it.
Abruptly I feel somebody’s hands wrapped
around my body.
I am being pulled away onto the platform,
my skin pressed against arctic concrete.
Alice Edwards 7C

Bolton School Girls’ Division

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

Daisy Pulls It Off
This year’s Middle School Production was a parody of wholesome
adventure stories about life in a 1920s girls’ English boarding school.
It captures the hilarious trials and tribulations of Daisy Meredith as she
enters the hallowed halls of the prestigious (and posh) Grangewood
School for Young Ladies. The cast of 25 plucky girls from Years 7, 8 and 9
put on a really entertaining show for all the family!
“This year’s experience of doing the Middle School Production has
been amazing. Rehearsals are brilliant! We began with scripts,
but soon moved on to rehearsing from memory. Running the play
is very fun, and keeps everyone on their feet as we must constantly
wait for our next cue. My favourite part of doing the play has been
meeting new people who I would have never talked to, had I not been
a cast member. When I asked some other people from the cast their
favourite parts, they gave a wide range of answers. From getting props,
to improving acting skills, to seeing the play take form, everyone had
something they really enjoyed.”
Ella Worsley 8G

World Book Day
The Girls’ Division was filled with unconventional costumes as pupils
dressed up as their favourite literary characters for World Book Day 2018
on 1 March. The corridors were filled with an array of Hogwarts students,
Wonderland residents, trainees from Camp Half-Blood, Hunger Games
participants, and many more characters that got the girls talking about the
books they loved to read. Even the teachers got involved, with costumes
including Offred, Robin Hood, Gangsta Granny, The Tiger Who Came To
Tea, ‘Where’s Wally’, Alice In Wonderland, the Mad Hatter and the Queen
of Hearts, among a variety of others. Library staff challenged young readers
to try ‘The Great Big Book Quiz’ and ‘The Moderately Large World Book Day
Quiz’, and girls were also invited to design their own book covers.

SPIRIT 2018
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Visiting Poland
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Poland has been the highlight of the school
year so far. On the first day when we arrived
we went on a guided tour around the city of
Kraków. We saw the Jewish quarter, Schindler’s
Factory, the remains of the Jewish ghetto and a
massive bridge. Visiting the ghetto remains and
memorial statues helped us all to understand
the work we did in Year 9 on the Holocaust.
After Mrs Porter nearly had a panic attack
getting us all on the tram, most of us headed to
McDonald’s where we ate a well-earned meal!
#onlyinpoland

On our second day in Poland we went on a
guided tour around Auschwitz. The experience
was eye-opening for everyone and helped us
to understand the enormity of what happened.
A particularly moving part of the tour was
when we visiting the section where all the hair,
shoes, pots, pans and glasses of the victims
of the Holocaust were kept. We also went to
the second camp, Auschwitz Birkenau, where
we saw the famous track where the train
would bring people into the camp. The day in
Auschwitz left everyone with a new sense of
gratitude for the lives we live today

We had a very early start to this adventurous
day of visiting the salt mine and having an
inspiring talk from a holocaust survivor. As
we descended down many stairs, many many
stairs (singing Jerusalem all the way!), we finally
reached our destination, the top of the salt
mine. We saw old tracks which the miners used
to transport the salt and heard many stories
about the mine and how it originated. We saw
magnificent structures made purely out of
salt. It was really eye opening and interesting
to find out about the history of this mine. We
even managed to try the self-sanitising salt and
it, to say the least, tasted salty. We then had
a long walk to our next destination which was
a museum dedicated to buildings and places
where Jews would live and go; however it also
showed the other side of the Holocaust and
modern neo-Nazi groups today. It was really
eye opening to see the horrors that still go
on today in Poland. Our group then had an
inspiring talk from a Holocaust survivor and,
even though we were all tired from our early
start, her story was really interesting and we all
gave our undivided attention. I really enjoyed
the whole trip and this day stood out because it
was very moving.

Phoenix Khan 10D & Katie Couriel 10B

Vicky Kettle 10E

Schindler’s Factory

The train tracks at Auschwitz Birkenau

Anaya Jesani 10B

The chapel deep underground in the Salt Mines

Meeting a Jewish Holocaust survivor
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Charitable Causes
Cake Sale

Christmas Post

Hamper Challenge

On the 19th and 20th of April my form, 8B
held a cake and fruit sale for the charity
Palestine 2 Bolton. This charity allows children
from Palestine to come and see the outside
world. As a form we raised a total of £335.63.
Fatima Bagas 8B

The Year 10 forms drummed up support
for their festive cake and sweet sale at the
Christmas Post assembly, which, as always,
was packed full of topical and pop culture
references and filled the Great Hall with
cheers and laughter. The following cake and
sweet sales were a huge success, raising
£976.13 for BEAT.

In the latter half of the Autumn Term, my
form and I thoroughly enjoyed collecting
cranberry sauce and stuffing for the Hamper
Challenge. This was in support of Urban
Outreach who provide hampers of food to
struggling individuals and families containing
everything they need to do a traditional
Christmas Dinner – right down to mince pies
and Christmas crackers! Despite the inevitable
competitive nature that emerged between
each form, Year 11 managed to pull together
and compiled nearly half of the school’s
donations, contributing to the 1,329 boxes
of stuffing and 1,288 jars of cranberry sauce
collected by the school.
Lucy Stiles 11A

Sponsored Silence

The Apprentice

In November, all of Year 7 participated
in a sponsored silence to raise money for
Cash4Kids. Everyone managed to raise a lot of
money but the day appeared a big challenge,
especially at break time and lunchtime. First,
in my form, we downloaded an app that would
speak for us, but this did not help because
many teachers found it annoying and even
a bit creepy. It got very difficult at period 4
because we had PE (netball). We all struggled
to stay silent because all we wanted to do was
be supportive and help our players by cheering
them on.

The Girls’ Division version of Sir Alan Sugar’s
TV programme challenged Year 8 in groups to
make as much money as possible for charity in
two weeks – given a starting fund of just £10.
The groups came up with some fantastic ideas
to turn their initial pounds into big profits for
good causes.

The whole of Year 7 managed to raise
£3,980.33 with my form contributing £713.57.
This money was then spent at a trolley dash
at Toys R Us. Although the day was very
challenging, it was quite funny to witness how
people failed to stay silent during the day.
Charlotte Hothersall 7G

well-good.org

Children in Need
Year 9 held a week of cake and sweet sales at
break and lunch times in support of Children in
Need. They raised a total of £1,260.17.

Well-good.org is the charitable website
developed by staff in the Mathematics
department. By answering maths questions
online, pupils raise funds via the website’s
sponsors. These funds are then used to build
wells in areas of the developing world. It’s been
another successful year: through pupils’ hard
work, we were able to complete another well,
this time in Niger, West Africa. This was a
relatively big project and the fundraising began
last year. The tube well, with a depth of 70m,
will provide clean water for 300 people. We’re
hoping to get more businesses to sponsor us
for the coming year so that we can continue
this project.

Charity Reps and Sixth Form helpers with the
haul of toys following the trolley dash

SPIRIT 2018
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SCIENCE & MATHS

Anatomy Club

Medical Screening

MOSI

Students learnt about the forensic technique
of facial reconstruction, supported by an
online Future Learn course. The results were
quite impressive!

Dr Helen Lewis-Parmar gave potential medics
an insight into the what, why and how of
national medical screening. As Head of
Screening Quality Assurance (North), Dr Lewis
Parmar explained why we have a population
screening programme, how we decide what
to screen for and how we screen people. The
pathway of invitation, testing and outcome
was also discussed and consideration was
given to the pros and cons of the exercise.

Members of the Physics and Astronomy Clubs
in Year 8 and Year 10 visited Manchester’s
Museum of Science and Industry (MOSI)
to take a closer look at Tim Peake’s Soyuz
descent module, which he used to return to
Earth in 2016, and the spacesuit he wore while
travelling into space. They also attended a talk
explaining what it is like for an astronaut to
go up to the International Space Station and
many months later return to Earth and asked
some brilliant questions.

Biology Challenge
Earlier in the term, some Year 10 students participated in the Biology Challenge organised by
The Institute of Biology. The aim was to involve as many pupils as possible in a challenging and
interesting biology competition. Questions were set on the school curriculum but the online
competition also rewards those students whose knowledge of the subject has been increased by
reading books and magazines, watching natural history programmes and taking notice of the news
and media for items of biological interest.
Thousands of students across the country took part in the competition and we did extremely well
achieving 3 gold, 6 silver and 14 bronze awards. 21 students achieved a commended award and 15
students a highly commended award. Congratulations to all those who were involved.
Mrs Furey

CERN Calling...

CREST Awards

A live webcast with CERN, the European
Organisation for Nuclear Research, allowed
pupils to discover more about the Large
Hadron Collider and other projects. They heard
about CERN’s work pushing the boundaries
of knowledge, developing new technology,
training scientists and engineers, and uniting
people from different countries and cultures.

Girls in Years 8 and Year 9 completed various
scientific projects over the course of several
weeks, with assistance from Sixth Form
students. They presented their findings in
order to achieve Bronze CREST Awards.

This event was part of a series of Science
enrichment events which ran at lunchtimes
throughout the year.
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Gold award winners Maya Parmar,
Maddy Godwin and Rhianna Lucas

Ultimate STEM
Challenge
Uma Patel and Amelia Cordwell in Year 7
reached the final of the BP Ultimate STEM
Challenge in March. They were one of
twelve teams selected from across the UK
to compete at the final, held at the Science
Museum in London. The theme this year was
My Sustainable Future, and Uma and Amelia
investigated ‘Parched Plants’: growing plants
indoors using a sustainable method that
conserves water.

Bolton School Girls’ Division

SCIENCE & MATHS

Chemquiz Winners

Discovering the Enigma Salters’ Festival

The Girls’ Division team scooped first prize
at this year’s Royal Society of Chemistry
Manchester and District Chemquiz! Amaani
Adam and Teja Reece in Year 8, Yasmin Rose
in Year 9 and Nabilah Thagia in Year 10 beat
teams from 34 other schools by winning both
the quiz and experiment rounds and coming
fourth in the observation section. They will
go forward to the national Top of the Bench
Competition in Easter 2019.

Year 7 girls enjoyed a fascinating morning
with Dr James Grime, Mathematician and
lecturer, learning about cryptography: the
science and mathematics of codes and code
breaking. Dr Grime presented a potted history
of codes and code breaking, which built up
to the demonstration of a genuine Enigma
Machine from the Second World War! Some
pupils were lucky enough to touch this antique
piece of equipment and were excited to
discover how the enigma code was cracked by
Alan Turing, and the huge impact this had on
WWII. Afterwards, pupils had fun making and
breaking codes for themselves in workshops
with Dr Grime.

Year 8 girls Yaqeen Alkaabi, Amaani Adam,
Molly Bell, and Alara Unsal attended the
Salters’ Festival at the Chemistry Department
of Manchester University. They worked
collaboratively and with determination to
complete The Salters’ Challenge, a ‘Who
Dunnit’ Murder Mystery where they identified
the white powder that killed the victim, and
The University Challenge, in which they made
a one minute stop clock using the reaction
between sodium thiosulfate and hydrochloric
acid. The team was awarded second prize in
the University Challenge for their skill and
accuracy at creating an almost perfect timer.

Chemistry Olympiad Science Club

Maths Challenges

The International Chemistry Olympiad is a
challenging two hour chemistry examination,
which Year 13 completed straight after
their mock examinations. Very well done to
Nadiya Hall who achieved a Silver Award in
this competition, Ruby Cummings, Katerina
Gramm, Neha Khimani and Alexandra Nelson
who received Bronze Awards, and to Kiran
Cheema and Jennifer Maher for taking part.

The UKMT Maths Challenges are lively, intriguing
multiple choice question papers, designed to
stimulate pupils’ interest in maths. Pupils in all
age groups took part in the Junior, Intermediate
and Senior challenges, with lots of Gold, Silver
and Bronze certificates awarded! Gold award
winners Sophie Edwards (Year 9), Sharon Daniel
(Year 11) and Yuehan Huang (Year 12) were
invited to enter Kangaroo follow-on rounds, and
Sharon was also invited to the Olympiad round.
In addition, Sixth Form students performed well
to reach the final of the UKMT Senior Team
Challenge, and some took on the complexities of
the UK Maths Olympiad.

Pupils in Year 7 met once a week throughout
the year to explore concepts not covered in
the curriculum. This year, topics have included
crystals, marble runs, renewable energies,
and lots of work on Bunsen burners. The
club was excited to build their own rockets
using recycled pop bottles and card, which
were then launched on the school field using
pressurised air!

Mathemagician
The highly entertaining and interactive Magic
of Maths show demonstrated the use of
mathematics to create ‘mind- reading’ tricks
and magic. The ‘mathemagician’ amazed Year
8 with seemingly impossible mental arithmetic
which turned out to be cleverly disguised
mathematics. His ‘predictions’ wowed and
astounded all.

Field Trip
Year 12 Biology students had a great time on their field trip to The Field
Studies Centre at Blencathra in the Lake District at the end of June.
Practical work was carried out at the river sampling the invertebrate
species, on a scree slope observing succession, and carrying out their
own investigations for the A2 course. Whilst at the Whinlatter Forest
Park, students had a lecture about forest management and observed
conservation in action with a discussion on the local osprey population.

SPIRIT 2018
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GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT

Astounding Azores
The Azores trip was the best school trip that I have ever been on! Everyone who went was really nice, I
couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to accompany me on this wonderful adventure. I had
the best time ever. I absolutely loved taking pictures of the beautiful scenery that surrounded us the
whole time that we were there.

On our last full day, we walked the circumference of a volcanic crater and the views ... again ... were
amazing. After that walk, we went into Ponta Delgada. The heat was intense so we all stopped and
had some much-deserved ice cream. While we were enjoying the ice cream, a group of pilgrims
walked our way singing a religious song. This was a great way to indulge fully in the culture of these
islands. Our tour guide explained to us that they make the pilgrimage every year and they walk for
eight days, for sixteen hours every day, through rivers and across the volcanoes to visit many churches
across the island. There were even young boys taking part. Following that experience, we were given a
tour of the astounding lava caves!

The Azores was the best trip
I’ve been on by far. The trip was
an adventure, to say the least,
and for most of us was a once
in a lifetime experience. The
views were breath-taking! In the
town centre, we saw a group of
pilgrims as they were on their
way to the local church. It was
exciting to see a new culture and
community. The group swam in
several hot springs for the first
time which was exhilarating
for all the girls. The highlight
of the trip was definitely the
waterfall we visited. It was the
most amazing scene. We had the
opportunity to circumnavigate
the volcano crater which lasted
for a whole morning. Although
it was tiring, we thoroughly
enjoyed this.

Elizabeth Warburton 10D

Haleemah Mohammed 10C

The first day was amazing, but I spent the majority of the time holding my nose because of the awful
smell coming from the volcano. However it was an interesting and beautiful experience. Later on in
the day, I swam in Lagoa de Furnas. The water didn’t look too inviting but it was like having a huge
warm bath.
On the second day, we went and saw the most beautiful view on the island. Later on, our trip was
held up by a group of cows who decided to cross the road. We then went on a 3-hour hike (which you
can imagine not very many people were happy about) but ten minutes in we began to realise what
an experience this was, trekking through the luscious vegetation of this tropical island, seeing jawdropping waterfalls and lakes and standing in awe of the wondrous views we were faced with.
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History Highlights
The year got off to a busy start for the Year
13 Historians as they spent an afternoon
working with Chrome Media – a digital media
production company with a particular focus on
the production of History ‘docudramas’. Pupils
discussed with Catriona Oliphant, Director
of Chrome Radio, and Caitlin Kennedy (both
contemporaries at Oxford University of Miss
Hincks) how historians use evidence and, in
particular, how they chose and scrutinized
historical sources in order to make their
docudrama on America’s entry into the First
World War (‘Enter the Peace Broker’) as
convincing as possible.

Back in school, Politics Club has been busy this
year. We have been fortunate to hear from
no fewer than two MPs – well, a recent MP in
the case of John Pugh (ex-MP for Southport)
who visited school in September. In October,
we welcomed the MP for Bolton North East
(the constituency for Bolton School), Sir David
Crausby, who reflected on twenty years in
parliament and fielded some tricky questions
from pupils.

David Crausby

In November, the Year 12 Politicians took a trip
to Westminster and, in advance of our tour of
the House of Commons and Lords, made an
excursion to the UK Supreme Court. Created in
2005, and in session since 2009, the Supreme
Court is the UK’s highest court of appeal. Year
12 were on their best behaviour as they entered
Court 2 in order to view proceedings.

In line with the new GCSE, KS4 have been
branching out visiting new historical sites.
Off the back of their visit to Hardwick Hall in
Derbyshire last summer, Year 11 ventured to
the People’s History Museum – closer to home
in Manchester. The museum is the national
museum of democracy, with the motto that
‘there have always been ideas worth fighting
for’. In this centenary year of the Representation
of the People Act, the core suffragette idea of
‘Votes for Women’ was the focus of the trip. As
well as touring the museum, Year 11 watched a
solo performance by an actress playing Hannah
Mitchell, the suffragette and socialist who was
elected to Manchester City Council in 1924.

People’s History Museum

Supreme Court
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Pupils have taken part in a number of Historical
Association ventures this year. In October,
Aliyah Patel took part in the Manchester
heat of the ‘Great Debate’ in which she spoke
passionately on the topic “Was the 1918
extension of the franchise the most significant
moment in British democratic history?” In the
Spring Term, pupils in Years 7-11 took part in
the Young Quills book award. This is a unique
book award because it is judged solely through
reviews written by school pupils across the
country. The History department internally
judged the best reviews with the overall winner
being Lola Rigby in 7D for her review of ‘My
name is Victoria’ by Lucy Worsley. Sixth form
historians have continued to benefit from

Mr Owen
Head of History

lectures organised by the Bolton Branch of the
Historical Association, which meets on the
first Monday of the month from September to
March, at 7.30pm in A33 (with the exception
of September and January when it is normally
the second Monday). As ever, there have been a
diverse range of lecture topics, from Dr Martin
Luther King Jr (on the 50th anniversary of his
assassination) to medieval Scottish ‘warrior
women’ and the ill-fated American campaign
against the plains Indians in 1876. Parents
and pupils of all ages are welcome to the new
lecture series when it begins this September.
You are sure to receive a friendly welcome,
along with a hot drink and a biscuit (which this
year has been ably served by Georgie Crowther,
Sameera Mohammed and Molly Cooper in Year
12), along with some intellectual stimulation –
perfect for wintry Monday nights!

Young Quills
Finally, it has been a busy summer term with
regards to the English Civil War. Alongside the
magnificent re-enactment of ‘The Storming
of Bolton’ which took place within the school
grounds on 7-8 July, 20 Year 7 pupils took
part in a workshop organised by The Earl of
Manchester’s Regiment of Foote at the end of
June – it gave them an understanding of this
important moment in their local history and
a fascinating insight into the divided loyalties
that tore families in Bolton apart during the
English Civil Wars. Prior to this, they were ably
prepared by Mrs Pritchard’s History Club, which
looked at the roles played by ‘Roundheads’
and ‘Cavaliers’. In addition, Years 10 and above,
which have their English Civil War on their GCSE
and A-level syllabi, were treated to a visit from
‘Obadiah Watt’ (aka teacher and re-enactor
Paul Mackintosh) – a musketeer in Parliament’s
New Model Army, who enthused the pupils by
taking about his puritan beliefs, opinions of the
‘tyrant’ Charles I and his beliefs about the role
of parliament.

English civil war soldier
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GCSE Work

Sarah Mogg

Lima Assi

Ella Kaut Howson

Zainab Emritte
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Ingrid Lam

Lauren Whitaker

Bolton School Girls’ Division

ART DEPARTMENT

A level Work

Viola Hilton

Antonia Jameson

Eleanor Shaw
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Shakira Campion

Annette Elmes
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THE TEMPEST

The Tempest

This year’s Joint Production of Shakespeare’s The Tempest brought “such stuff / As dreams
are made on” for audiences on all four nights of its run. There was both magic and drama
in the air as the cast of pupils, drawn from Years 10 to 13 in both Divisions, played out
Shakespeare’s complex tragicomedy.
The stage transformed the Arts Centre into Prospero’s magical island: a sandy ‘shore’
between the two ranks of seating was surrounded by familiar ‘flotsam and jetsam’ piled in
strange arrangements, evoking both the shipwreck Prospero causes at the opening of The
Tempest and the strange land its survivors find themselves in. The play’s elaborate and
enchanting soundscape transported the audience still further into another space and time.
Miss Lord, Director of The Tempest and also Boys’ Division Director of Drama, Creative
Learning and Partnerships, said of the cast in the programme:

“I am amazed by their talent, energy and commitment.
They have created something very special...
I have enjoyed working with them.”
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“This year I took part in the senior production of Shakespeare’s ‘The Tempest’ in which I
played Miranda. Working with a predominately male cast was challenging at first but I
made lots of new friends and the experience was a rewarding one. I have to say that the
best part was the week of the performances. Everyone loved performing on stage and the
set was amazing. I can’t wait to take part in next year’s production and I hope it will be as
enjoyable as this one was.”
Lizzie Crowther 11B

SPIRIT 2018
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Musical Notes...
May Serenade

On Thursday the 3rd of May we took part in the May Serenade. Many
performers including myself were there, ranging from choirs to bands. The
Middle School choir performed ‘This is Me’ from The Greatest Showman
and before we sang and played, people walked around the school and
looked at art exhibitions and things students had made throughout the

year. They were handed food to eat as they went. It was a long evening
and we were all tired by the end of it, but it was really good fun and it was
amazing putting on a show for all those people. We really enjoyed it.

Violin duet from Katie Couriel in Year 10 and Alice Edwards in Year 7

The Middle School Choir

Felicity Field 7D

Barnardo’s Choral Competition
The Chamber Choir travelled to the Royal Festival Hall on Monday 12
March to perform at the national final of this prestigious competition.
They competed against six other secondary schools, singing The Cloths
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of Heaven (Victor Johnson/Yeats) and an arrangement of Somewhere
Only We Know (Keane) in front of the judges during the afternoon and
later at a special evening celebration concert for all finalists.
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Abigail Naylor in Year 13 at the Spring
Concert at Victoria Hall in Bolton

Carter Cup and Most Promising Musician Award
winners Abigail, Roxanne and Alice with Mrs
Price and adjudicator Jonathan Kitchen

The Music Festival winners

Music Festival 2018
Category

1st Place

2nd Place

3rd Place

Highly Commended

Highly Commended

Orchestral Strings

Alice Edwards

Xena Logan

Faye Clarkson

Martha Brennan

Piano Grades 1-3

Nicola Shaw

Jasmine Shum

Elizabeth Rogers

Grace Collins

Piano Grades 4+

Cynthia Cheung

Amerleen Hundle

Audrisha De

Woodwind 1-4

Emma Seddon

Jessica Bailey

Estelle Pass & Sophia
Liang
Charlotte Reece

Evie Owens & Sofia
Carrera-Knowles
Molly McGregor

Angelie Chitre

Nicola Shaw

Woodwind 5+

Summer Kay

Anika Maini

Voice

Lola Rigby

Ananya Ajit

Hannah McKee &
Eleanor Haighton
Isabella Morgan

Nat Rippingale

Isabel Heaton

Brass
Percussion

Krupa Patel & Grace
Northcott
Millie Ashton

Charlotte Duffy

Lucy Sackfield

Guitar

Isabella Grainger

Alicia Quinton-Taylor

Grace Chan

Shriya Bonda

Piano Grades 1-4

Roxanne Asumu

Niamh Woodward

Caroline Blair

Samantha Schofield

Piano Grades 5+

Lucy Rowlands

Lucinda Butterworth

Eleanor Shaw

Woodwind 1-5

Madeleine Bodger

Jessica-Rose CurtisWalker
Shreya Kamath

Kate Hailwood

Harriet Preston

Orchestral Strings

Katie Couriel

Amara Vijayadurai

Sally Cowling

Claris Roe

Voice

Natalie Taylor Towers

Eve Birtwhistle

Voice (Sixth Form)

Séren Davies

Caroline Blair

Jessica-Rose CurtisWalker
Ellen Bate & Sian
Rowlands

Brass

Antigone Blackwell

Ellen Bate

Percussion

Sally Cowling

Lucy Rowlands

Lucinda Butterworth

Guitar

Phoenix Khan

Ella Thompson

Layli Alikhasi

Safia Adia & Millie
Ashton
Jessica-Rose CurtisWalker & Emilie
Fielding
The Tepid Grapes

Krupa Patel & Imogen
Masheter
Hafsa Syed

Grace Northcott &
Amelia Stringfellow
Carol Habib

Middle School

Upper School

Joyce Chan

Olivia Stubbs

Saira Hussain

All Year Groups
Novice
Open Mic

Ensembles

Eve & Natalie & The
Millenials

Carter Cup for an Outstanding Musician: Abigail Naylor (Year 13)
Most Promising Musician Award: Roxanne Asumu (Year 10) & Alice Edwards (Year 7)
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT
ABRSM Exams Summer 2017
Name

Grade

Instrument

Result

Roxanne Asumu

3

Piano

Pass

Angelie Chitre

3

Flute

Merit

Tahira Collins

1

Violin

Pass

Felicity Field

Prep

Singing

Pass

Isabel Heaton

1

Singing

Distinction

Jess Kay

5

Singing

Pass

Anika Maini

5

Flute

Pass
Distinction

Esha Mishra

3

Flute

Prep

Singing

Pass

Pip Nuttall

2

Saxophone

Merit

Uma Patel

3

Cello

Pass

Sofia Riaz

1

Cello

Distinction

Nicola Jane Shaw

2

Flute

Distinction

Olivia Rose Myall

The Ceremony of Carols

ABRSM Winter 2017
Name
Lola Marcroft

Grade

Instrument

Result

Prep

Singing

Alexandra Nelson

8

Clarinet

Pass

Holly Fowler

3

Singing

Distinction

Taya Panter

3

Singing

Merit

Holly Stevenson

3

Singing

Pass

Molly Grimshaw

2

Violin

Merit

Marissa Elspeth Hollinghurst

1

Clarinet

Distinction

Maya Parmar

5

Clarinet

Pass

Sally Cowling

6

Piano

Merit

Estelle Pass

5

Organ

Merit

Imogen Grace Ferrier

2

Cello

Merit

Nyah Pomian

1

Double Bass

Merit

Amishi Akila Mahesh

1

Violin

Pass

Shreya Kamath

5

Flute

Distinction

Freya Wood

2

Flute

Distinction

Grade

Instrument

Claris Roe

4

Singing

Pass

Katherine Couriel

8

Violin

Distinction

Francesca May Dewhurst

2

Violin

Merit

Kate Elizabeth Beirne

2

Flute

Distinction

Hannah McKee

5

Harriet Preston

4

Clarinet

Sally Cowling

8

Oboe

Distinction

Victoria Wong

2

Oboe

Distinction

Grace Collins

1

Piano

Merit

Niamh Woodward

4

Piano

Pass

Martha Louise Brennan

3

Viola

Merit

Ananya Darshan

1

Violin

Pass

Joint Senior Clarinet Ensemble at the May Serenade

ABRSM Spring 2018
Name

Result

Alto Saxophone Pass
Pass

The Senior Choir at the May Serenade
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Trinity Summer 2017
Name

Trinity Winter 2017
Grade

Instrument

Result

Name

Grade

Instrument

Estelle Pass

6

Victoria Wong

4

Rose Crowther
Ishaani Singh

Piano

Distinction

Ellen Hood

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Piano

Distinction

Jasmine Carmen Shum

3

Piano

Distinction

3

Piano

Distinction

Olivia Laithwaite

Initial

Piano

Distinction

3

Piano

Merit

Rhea Sudhakar

1

Violin

Distinction

Holly Stevenson

3

Piano

Merit

Anna Madelaine Boyers

3

Singing

Pass

Adithi Prasad

1

Piano

Distinction

Eva Lakshmi Hurst

2

Singing

Distinction

Tilly Watkinson

1

Piano

Distinction

Gabriella Ferris-Koussa

2

Singing

Merit

Matilda Mccann

Result

1

Piano

Distinction

Jemima Rose Parker Stubbs

2

Singing

Merit

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Ella Grace Clarkson

Initial

Singing

Merit

Lucy Stiles

7

Piano

Distinction

Dinburgh Ai

Initial

Singing

Merit

Francesca Dewhurst

1

Piano

Distinction

Laila Westwood

Initial

Singing

Merit

Gabriella Ferris-Koussa

1

Piano

Distinction

Ariella Maria Tanfield

5

Saxophone

Merit

Grace Houghton

1

Piano

Distinction

Nicola Li

5

Piano

Merit

Ella Chandra

1

Piano

Distinction

Ariella Maria Tanfield

4

Piano

Distinction

Coco Jones

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Scarlett Gregson

2

Piano

Merit

Imaan Rashid

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Amy Heaton

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Dinburgh Ai

1

Violin

Merit

Olivia Dance

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Krupa Patel

1

Violin

Merit

Anushka Kishore

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Santina Hundle

4

Singing

Merit

Zena Miller

Initial

Piano

Merit

Lauren Hope Amerna

2

Singing

Merit

Lucinda Butterworth

Paavana Sugumar

1

Singing

Distinction

Freya Marland

1

Singing

Merit

Emily Rhea Rajbhandari

6

Baritone

Merit

Caitlin Nuttall

2

Trumpet

Merit

Vanessa Wong

4

Piano

Merit

Alexia Howarth

2

Piano

Distinction

Sofia Riaz

2

Piano

Distinction

Scarlett Gregson

2

Piano

Withdrew

Nikita Luhar

1

Piano

Distinction

Du'A Qedwai

1

Piano

Distinction

Hannah Adamopoulos

1

Piano

Merit

Anna Brennand

1

Piano

Merit

Zara Kadva

1

Piano

Merit

Nora Oesterle

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Georgia Ainscough

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Molly Rose Bell

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Georgina Sykes

3

Flute

Merit

Harriet Dickens

3

Flute

Merit

Charlotte Kennedy

3

Flute

Merit

Dinburgh Ai

1

Flute

Merit

Paavana Sugumar
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TunedPercussion Distinction

Trinity Spring 2018
Name

Grade

Instrument

Result

Victoria Wong

5

Piano

Distinction

Jessica-Rose Curtis-Walker

5

Piano

Merit

Kareena Singh

4

Piano

Merit

Eva Hurst

1

Piano

Distinction

Elizabeth Rogers

2

Piano

Distinction

Eesha Dhaygude

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Abigail Lockie

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Emily Fox

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Rebecca Parkinson

4

Clarinet

Anoushka Sharma

3

Violin

Distinction

Simran Limdi

1

Violin

Distinction

Harriette Camus

7

Piano

Merit

Emily Man

5

Piano

Merit

Elspeth Harper

4

Piano

Pass

Nikita Luhar

2

Piano

Distinction

Du'A Qedwai

2

Piano

Distinction

Nora Oesterle

1

Piano

Merit

Zaynab Bhatia

Initial

Piano

Distinction

Olivia Jones

Initial

Piano

Merit

Pass
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TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT

Resistant Materials & Product Design
A selection of GCSE Resistant Materials and A Level Product Design work.
1
2
3

5

4
6

8

9

7

1

Art Deco Storage - Bookcase - Jade Jolley Year 11

6

Lamp inspired by nature - Deeya Halai Year 12

2

Birdhouse - Molly Schofield Year 11

7

Lamp inspired by nature - Ella Bolton Year 12

3

Child’s Activity Bookcase - Lucie Hardman Year 13

8

Lamp inspired by nature - Rachael Crompton Year 12

4

Child’s Play Kitchen - Ella Fullelove Year 11

9

Birdhouse - Antigone Blackwell Year 11

5

Cube Desk - Sudah Ahmed Year 13
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TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT

Textiles

A selection of GCSE and A Level Textiles final products:
2
3

1

4

5

6

9
8

7

11

10

12

GCSE

A Level

1	Wall hanging inspired by the colours, spirit and pattern associated with
Africa - Anita Cardozo Year 11

7	Travel bag with a Pop Art theme - Eleanor Gibbons Year 12

2	Dress with a Punk theme, to be sold at music festivals across the UK
- Asmara Stubley Year 11
3	Doorstop inspired by ‘All Things British’ - Bridie Rawlins Year 11
4	Costume for a contemporary West End production of ‘Grease’
- Emily Rajbhandari Year 11
5	Dress for a young child, inspired by the theme ‘Winter Wonderland’
- Gabrielle Williamson Year 11

8	Prom dress with a twinkling skirt inspired by the stars
- Isabelle Devine Year 13
9	Bag inspired by natural forms - Josephine Blackburn Year 12
10	Avant-garde gown with a Tribal theme, inspired by a visit to Tanzania
- Lauren Crowther Year 13
11	Masquerade ball gown, inspired by 1750’s Versailles
- Rosie Somerville Year 13
12 Dress inspired by the rainforest - Sophie Molloy-Lang Year 12)

6	Dress for a young child, inspired by the theme ‘All Things Bright and
Beautiful’ - Jessica Price Year 11

SPIRIT 2018
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TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT

Textiles

Resistant Materials

Year 7

Cushions inspired by India using techniques such as appliqué,
tie-dye, embroidery and block printing.

One of the tidy boxes made by Year 7.

Fleece hot water bottles inspired by folk
art from around the world.

Audio amplifiers made by Year 8.

Make-up bags inspired by a theme of travel.

Light up boxes created by Year 9.

Developing skills through a range of mini projects, including
heat-reactive drink cosies and patchwork pincushions.

Pill boxes for storage made by Year 10.

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10
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FTT DEPARTMENT

GCSE Food Preparation & Nutrition
The theme was to plan, prepare, cook and present a range of dishes which are based on European cuisine.
The girls had 3 hours in which to cook their dishes.

Amy Chicken

Lizzie Crowther

Safa Patel

Maddie Kennedy

Smainah Shareef

Bake Off
The 2018 Bolton School Bake Off was bigger
than ever. With so many pupils keen to take
part, we held not one but two competitions:
one for Year 7 pupils and one for girls in Years
8 and 9.
Between March and May, pupils whipped up
an impressive array of baked goods. Over
the course of four rounds, pupils were asked

to create holiday-themed cupcakes, savoury
crackers and biscuits, savoury pastries with
a regional influence, and for the semi-final
traditional desserts with a twist. The six
finalists were Fatimah Ahmed, Alaina Jiva and
Jemima Stubbs in the Year 7 Bake Off, and
Khadijah Ahmed, Millie Price, Hamna Shafiq in
the Years 8-9 Bake Off.

The Final asked the last three bakers in each
competition to create a ‘Showstopper’ bake,
and they certainly obliged! All six creations
were spectacular, but there could be only two
winners: Fatimah’s tangy Raspberry Mojito
Cake and Millie with her Summer Fruits
Fairytale Cake inspired by the Royal Wedding.

Alaina: Royal
Wedding Cake.

Y7 winner
Fatimah: Raspberry Mojito Cake

SPIRIT 2018

Jemima: Salted
Caramel Drip Cake

Khadijah: Chocolate
Orange Cake

Y8-9 winner
Millie: Summer Fruits Fairytale Cake

Hamna: Fig and
Lemon Tart
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GERMAN DEPARTMENT

Viel Spaß in Bonn!
xxx

Participating in the German exchange didn’t
only benefit our language skills. We also made
many new friends. On the morning of our
flight, we were extremely nervous to meet our
host families and our correspondents. After
a tiring day of travelling by plane, train and
the exciting sky train, we finally arrived to a
welcoming group of friendly faces. We were
greeted warmly and the families looked eager
to get to know us.
We took part in a range of activities and
fun days. We visited their school, Hardtberg
Gymnasium, which was interesting as it was
a completely different experience to ours in
many ways, such as the shorter days and no
uniforms. We also visited a climbing wall with
our correspondents which enabled us to bond
with each other and the rest of the group. This
activity was challenging at first but eventually
it became quite competitive between the
girls and boys! One of the highlights was
visiting Cologne. Here, we visited the Olympic
Museum. This was enjoyable as it was

interactive and even had a big football pitch
on the roof which looked over the city. After
this, in groups, we were allowed to explore the
city and do some shopping, which we enjoyed
very much. A few of the partners stayed
behind a bit later so we had longer to explore.
I found this a great opportunity to get to know
other people. After a fun afternoon we all had
to run across the streets to catch the train
which we were about to miss – motivating
each other, we managed to catch it and we
were all extremely tired! For our final group
activity we had a competition in Bonn, which
was a bit like a treasure hunt where we learnt
a lot about the town history, but also got to
visit the Haribo shop! In the evenings, usually
we all met up as a big group which was really
fun. We did things such as bowling, going to
the park, football and getting ice cream. We
all had a great time during the week and the
weekend was only going to get better.
On Saturday most exchange partners went to
Phantasialand, which is a large theme park in

Brühl, Germany. We went on rides such as the
mystery castle which is a 65m freefall tower
and another ride which holds the record for
the fastest multi-launch coaster in the world.
We all enjoyed Phantasialand, which you could
tell by the boys’ high pitched screams. After
lunch some of us went on a water ride, which
wasn’t a good idea as we were then extremely
wet for the rest of the day. Then in the
evening we all went to one of the exchange
partners’ houses to spend the last evening all
together, which was very fun.
On Sunday morning my exchange partner and
I bought some frozen yoghurt and watched
the marathon which was taking place in
Bonn. We then went to the train station
where we met up with everyone else. It was
very sad because we had to say goodbye to
all the exchange partners, who by this point
were very good friends. As the train left the
platform our exchange partners were singing
the song that we had been singing throughout
the entire trip to us.
Madeline Ashton 10D
Elspeth Harper 10D
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SPANISH DEPARTMENT

Visita a Gredos
In the summer holidays of 2017, 40 Year 8 and
9 girls took part in the first Spanish department
trip to an activity centre in the Gredos
Mountains in Spain. It was a great success and
they benefited from a superb linguistic and
cultural experience.
The girls enjoyed a variety of activities,
including sporting activities conducted in
Spanish. The food was excellent, but you did
need to speak Spanish to be served! There was
also time for visits to Salamanca and Ávila
which we all agreed were beautiful cities and
girls also had some shopping time which they
made full use of.

We are looking forward
to our next trip in 2019

“The Gredos trip gave me an opportunity to
improve my Spanish skills and try out new
activities, as well as familiarising myself with
Spanish culture. I had the chance to try out:
t-shirt painting, a Spanish cookery class, an
adventure ropes course, a nature walk, archery,
making a TV programme, orienteering,
swimming and some thoroughly enjoyable
trips into the city. Personally, I most enjoyed
making and starring in a “telenovela”, as I was
able to put across my personality and humour
in an entirely different language. Overall
the trip massively improved my Spanish
speaking, listening, reading and writing skills
by challenging me with new phrases and
unfamiliar words and it has helped me gain
confidence in my linguistic ability.”
Lily Rimmer 10D

Pasaporte de Trabajo
Independiente

Studying Foreign
Languages

Entrevista con
Nuria nuestra lectora

This year we have launched a new
“Pasaporte de Trabajo Independiente” to
record all the extra independent learning
that the girls complete beyond their Spanish
lessons. Three girls in 7B, Iman Javaid,
Kashaf Ashraf and Eimaan Murtazza have
excelled themselves and were awarded a
Headmistress’s Commendation. Iman, who
completed forty extra pieces of work, says,
“I really enjoyed filling in my Independent
Learning Passport! I would recommend using
Quizlet as it’s a great app for making your own
quizzes and there are lots of different ways to
test yourself.” Kashaf says that her favourite
apps were Duolingo and Linguascope and she
completed 50 independent learning activities.
Well done, girls!

In October sixty-five of our talented linguists
took part in a language event to find out
more about the value of languages and the
opportunities available for further study and
within the world of work. Sonya Bernhard from
Manchester University gave the girls a wealth
of information about the different degree
options available for studying languages
including combinations with other subjects
such as Economics, Science, Maths, History,
Engineering & Law. Girls were then given a
glimpse of the difficulties & delights of the
“year abroad” by Old Girl Izzy Sabini. Izzy used
a picture of her skydiving on the last day of her
time in Spain to sum up the slightly daunting
thrills of this experience. Girls also had a new
language taster session in either Mandarin,
Russian or Arabic to highlight the possibility
of studying languages “ab initio” at university.
The quote below sums up the message of the
event:

Year 8 have been practising their questioning
skills by interviewing Nuria our language
assistant and then doing some clever verb
manipulation to write up their findings in the
third person. This group also took on the extra
challenge of incorporating 3 tenses!

“One language sets you in a
corridor for life. Two languages
open every door along the way.”
Frank Smith Psycholinguist

Se llama Nuria Roig y tiene 51 años. Vive en
Worsley en el oeste de Manchester. Su barrio
es muy bonito pero no hay muchas tiendas.
Tampoco hay muchas instalaciones. Su casa
es bastante grande y le gusta mucho. También
tiene un jardín. En el futuro le gustaría vivir en
Barcelona porque es su ciudad.
Tiene do hermanas mayors, pero no tiene
hermanos. Tiene un pez que es naranja y
bastante grande. Le encantan los peces porque
le gusta el mar. Pero no tiene un perro porque
no le gustan los perros. Prefiere los gatos.
En su tiempo libre hace deporte. Por ejemplo
le encanta hacer la natación. A veces hace
atletismo. También le gusta mucho salir con
sus amigos o su familia.
El fin de semana pasado fue a Manchester y
luego trabajó en su jardín.
Nos parece una persona muy simpática.
Amaani Adam, Hollie Asquith,
Yaqeen Alkaabi & Rumaysa Ahmed
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FRENCH DEPARTMENT

Work experience
Year 12 students Annette Elmes and Nina
Simon spent February half term completing
a week of work experience in Lille. Both girls
enjoyed their placements as it enabled them
to gain an insight into the world of work in
France as well as practise their language skills
first hand. Both employers were delighted
with the girls’ commitment, describing them
as ‘motivée, souriante, agréable et bien
intégrée dans l’équipe’.

Oxford
Competition
In March, we launched the Sir Robert Taylor
Society’s annual French film competition,
organised by the French department at
Oxford University. To enter the competition,
students were asked to re-write a plausible
yet imaginative new ending to the French film
Une vie de chat. We were delighted that two
of our Year 8 girls, Kelly Chae and Ananya Ajit,
were awarded a special commendation for
their entry.

French Exchange
The time I spent in France was an experience I’ll never forget. I thoroughly enjoyed the trips
on the week days, especially visiting the town Beaune, as the buildings and streets are very
different to Bolton. As well as going to Beaune, I enjoyed going on the tram into ClemontFerrand and exploring the city with my friends. At the weekend, the family I was staying with
took me to the city of Vichy, which is famous for its water – although it tasted a bit unusual!
The next day I went to the theme park with many other English people and their exchange
partners. I had a great time and it was my favourite day that I spent in France. I am so glad I
decided to go on the French Exchange, as it gave me the opportunity to see a different way of
living, learn more French and create memories with friends which I will never forget.
Helena Lintott 9G
I had a great time on the French exchange as I got to see what life was like in France, make
new friends and see the sights whilst also developing my language skills. I especially enjoyed
visiting the Château de Chambord at the weekend with my exchange partner and her family.
This was an experience I won’t forget and I would really like to go on it again next year.
Eleanor Haighton 9G
The French exchange was an experience I will never forget. I enjoyed meeting new people
and experiencing a different culture. I especially liked the weekend where we went to the
theme park Le Pal with other people who were on the French exchange. I would definitely
recommend an exchange to anyone.
Eloise McDermott 9G
I thoroughly enjoyed the French exchange. It was an unforgettable. I really enjoyed all the
trips especially the trip to Le Pal the theme park and Beaune which was a beautiful town. I
also liked experiencing a new culture and meeting new people. I would definitely recommend
it to anybody.
Celia Logan 9G

Francovision
This year saw the return of the Francovision song contest. Francovision is the Girls’ Division take on the
Eurovision song contest but in French! Each Year 7 form was asked to produce a music video of a song in
French. This year’s theme was the musical La mélodie du Bonheur (The Sound Of Music). The work involved in
preparing for this was colossal. First, the girls had to work out the pronunciation of the lyrics of the songs. Then,
they had to understand the key message of the song and finally plan and produce a music video which would
involve everyone in their form. Not an easy task, but the Year 7 girls rose to the challenge. Each entry was then
shown to the girls during an assembly and the girls were then asked to vote for their favourite performance. 7D
is this year’s winner with their entry ‘Mes joies quotidiennes’ (My Favourite Things).
Scan the QR code to watch the winning video:
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH AWARD

Bronze Award
My duke of Edinburgh practice expedition
helped me improve my communication
skills and boost my confidence. At first I
was reluctant to socialise with my group
as my closest friends were taking on the
expedition in the other half of the week
but after some encouragement and shared
snacks I realised that the girls I was with
were really nice and entertaining. The
walk was tough to say the least but we
persevered and completed both days with
little complaint. Since D of E I’ve even gone
out with the new friends I made on the
expedition, and I’m looking forward to the
real expedition in July.
Georgia Barnes 9D
I think that the Duke of Edinburgh practice
expedition was quite fun but it was hard
work. We were put into groups which were
mixed with other forms and surprisingly
we got on very well and I made many more
friends. I enjoyed my experience and I also
surprised myself with what I achieved. I
was really good at putting up my tent and I
also cooked all the meals for everyone. The
trangia was difficult to set up but it soon
got easier and more exciting.
The morning of the practice expedition I
came to school with my bag packed and
then we were taken to the scout hut in
minibuses and then we got dropped off at
our starting point. From there we walked
up hills and around lakes and through
woods until we reached the farm. As soon
as we saw the sign for the farm it was a
sign of relief.
I actually enjoyed the Duke of Edinburgh
practice expedition as I was with my
friends and the weather was really nice.
Imy Bhad 9B

DofE Celebration
Evening
The Joint Duke of Edinburgh Awards
Ceremony celebrated the achievements of
pupils who have completed Bronze, Silver
and Gold Awards. The guest speaker for
the evening was Old Boy Charlie Boscoe,
whose passion for outdoor pursuits has led
him on many adventurous expeditions.
The theme for his address was his theory
that taking action is the most important
thing in leading an adventurous life. His
message was centred around five of his
many adventures and the lessons he
learned from them, charting his journey
from novice to expert and on to his
personal limit. He ended his address
by saying, “Life is a daring adventure
or nothing at all. Go out there, have an
adventure and take action.”
Several pupils also shared the
achievements, large and small, that
helped to define their Duke of Edinburgh
experiences. These celebrated not only
the expeditions but also everything they
gained through the volunteering, skills and
physical sections of the Awards. Students
who have completed the Gold Award also
shared how they spent their residential
sections.

Silver Award
On the 30th May, we set off from Bolton
School on the coach to begin our Silver
Practice Expedition. We first arrived at
Patterdale where we collected the equipment
we needed for the three days, like our tents
and stoves, then continued to Coniston
where we would began our walk.
It took quite a while to get used to carrying
our bags, as we were not used to carrying
three days’ worth of food, clothes and
equipment. Navigating ourselves from the
coach to Coniston was at points challenging
as we made a few wrong turns but quickly
corrected ourselves and got back on the path.
We got to the campsite, unfortunately just
as it started to lightly rain, so we had to be
diligent when putting up our tents to make
sure the inside stayed dry. For the evening
meal, my friend and I cooked pasta and
tomato sauce which surprisingly was quite
tasty for camping food.
The second day was the most challenging
as walked uphill all day but was rewarding
when we got to the summit at 800m. This
day really brought the team closer as we all
encouraged each other and motivated the
group to keep walking. Although we took a
few too many long breaks, we got back to the
campsite at a good time and ate our meals.
The third day, we woke up just before 7am
as we had to pack up the campsite and start
our walk to the car park where the Bolton
School coach would pick us up. This day was
quite difficult as it was very sunny all day so
we all got very hot and this made it harder to
keep walking. As we were walking the final
stretch we saw the BSS coach pull into the
car park. With the little energy we had left,
we ran towards the coach only to find out we
had a little more to walk. Finally we reached
the destination and all got on the coach back
to school. Overall this experience has been
very beneficial as I have learnt new skills and
my friendship with people in my group has
grown.
Kate Hailwood 10E
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Sporting Achievements
Badminton

Football

Lacrosse

Congratulations to Shreya Kamath in Year 10
who has once again this season represented
Lancashire County Badminton squad. She
competed at the prestigious Under 18 Inter
County Badminton tournament held in
Nottingham in April. She is currently ranked
92nd in Women’s singles and number 1 in
Lancashire U18 and Senior teams.

Lizzie Harkness in Year 9 was selected to
attend the Football Association National
Performance Camp at the University of
Warwick in February: a training camp for
players identified as having elite potential. Her
selection came after her invitation from the FA
to join their Under 14s Regional Development
Programme, a regional excellence camp. She is
currently signed with Everton Academy, which
is one of five Premier League football team Tier
1 Regional Training Centres in the North West,
and also plays for the Greater Manchester
Schools’ Under 14s.

Congratulations to Millie Hurt in Year 11 for
her selection onto the Wales U19 National
Lacrosse Squad this season. Along with her
participation in the Home Internationals
Tournament against England and Scotland,
Millie has also been selected to represent
the Wales U20 Squad at the European
Championships in Katowice, Poland from
4-11th August.

Anna Phillips in Year 10 also plays for Greater
Manchester Schools’ in the Under 16s team.
Like Lizzie, she is signed up to another Premier
League Tier 1 Regional Training Centre. In April,
she helped the Manchester City Academy girls’
team to win the Under 16 FA Cup Final at St
George’s Park.

Dressage
Beth McGuinness in Year 8 qualified to compete
in the British National Dressage Championships.
She qualified for the area festival regional
Under 18’s first round and her success in this
competition qualified her for the final round,
where she finally got her national ticket! She
was also selected this year to ride in front of the
Under 21s GB squad selectors.

Water Polo
Lizzie Harkness

Anna Phillips

Roller Skating

Tennis
Vlada Kozak in Year 7 was a member of the
Great Britain team which achieved second
place in the European Finals in March. Due to
her excellent performances at this prestigious
event, she was selected as part of a two-man
squad to play in an invitational tournament in
France, which was at a similar level.

Hollie Asquith in Year 8 has become the Espoir
(Ages 12-13) British Solo Dance Champion
2018 after a tournament held at Hayward’s
Heath. She performed two compulsory dances,
a Foxtrot and a Tango, which included correct
patterns, timing and steps. She also performed
a two minute free dance to Paolo Nutini’s Pencil
Full of Lead. She won with all five judges placing
her first out of 21 competitors.
In further good news, the Federation of Artistic
Roller Skating (FARS) announced that she has
been selected to represent GB at the European
Cup later this year in Malaga, Spain.

At the start of the year, Thea Simpson in Year
12 was selected for the Great Britain Women’s
U19s water polo squad following successful
trials, and “in May she played at the Senior
Women’s EU Nations Tournament. The U19
team dominated the competition and were
undefeated throughout, winning a well-deserved
first place. Thea’s involvement with English
Schools’ Swimming Association (ESSA) teams
continued this year and she helped the Girls’
team win gold at the Malta Exiles International
Water Polo Tournament in October.
In March, Harriet Dickens in Year 7 was selected
to attend the England National Water Polo
Academy for U14 girls, in early preparation
for the European Championships in May 2020.
She was also selected for the U15, U17 and
U19 City of Manchester squads and has the
opportunity to play in the National Age Group
Championships.

Thea Simpson
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Swimming
2017-18 has been an exciting year for girls in
the pool. The season began early with three
girls from Year 7 selected for the English
Schools’ Swimming Association Relays in
September. Ella Carter, Harriet Dickens,
and Jade Sprott in Year 7, alongside county
swimming champion Lucy Dixon in Year
8, proudly represented the School in the
North West Division. They narrowly missed
qualifying for the next round, finishing 4th
overall out of 14.
October saw home fixtures against Westholme
and Canon Slade. Swimming against
Westholme, the girls were victorious across all
groups, Year 7 notably winning in every single
event! Similar success was replicated against
Canon Slade with victories across all age
groups and an overall win.
The John Parry Relays saw teams from the
Intermediate and Senior age groups travel to
The Grammar School at Leeds in November
to compete against the eight other Northern
Swimming Schools. In the medley relay
the seniors won their initial event and then
finished 2nd overall, with a strong team
made up of Tara Wallis, Isabelle Devine, Thea
Simpson and Maddie Kennedy. The Inters team
were put into the B final after their initial
competition, which they won! For the freestyle
relay, both teams qualified for the A Final, with
the Seniors finishing 5th, and the Inters 6th.

YEAR 7
Libby Ambrose
Ella Carter
Riya Hasija
Helena Ormerod
Emma Seddon
Jade Sprott
YEAR 8
Martha Brennan
Lucy Dixon
Kiana Murray
Millie Price
Kareena Singh

The path of success took a bit of a dip when
competing against Cheadle Hulme School in
December. Year 7 worked hard in the pool,
with strong performances all round, notably
from Shriya Bonda, Helena Omerod, and
Jemima Stubbs, which meant they won their
competition 42-38. Despite the best efforts
from the likes of Amelie Duncalf, Martha
Brennan, and the rest of the Year 8 squad,
they lost 38-42. The seniors were short of a
few members on this fixture, and it meant
they struggled against the strong Cheadle
side. Performances from Celia Logan and
Katie Riggs, among many others were strong,
but they were not enough to scrape the win.
Overall Cheadle Hulme won 152-134.
The spring term saw the annual Bolton
Schools’ Competition take place. The junior
and inter age groups travelled to Bolton One
to swim against local rival schools. Both teams
finished victorious, taking home the Bolton
Schools’ trophies. Individual performances
from Ella Carter, Lucy Dixon, and Katherine
Baker gave them 1st place finishes, alongside
the junior freestyle relay team, comprising of

Caitlin Nuttall, Jade Sprott, Lucy Sackfield,
and Kiana Murray. A week later, the seniors
competed in the same fixture but were
unlucky to finish 2nd to Canon Slade.
On the return fixture in February, Westholme
took on a depleted Bolton team with girls
committed to other school events. The girls
swam well with some fantastic personal
performances from Lucy Dixon, Jade Sprott,
Libby Ambrose, Isabel Brennand and Nicola
Shaw, to name just a few; however the junior
and inter age groups were unable to win
overall. The senior team won almost all their
events, winning their age group, but this was
not enough to claw back a victory overall on
this occasion.
The final fixture of the season saw six girls
compete alongside the Boys’ Division in
the inaugural Mason Trophy mixed relays
competition. Harriet Dickens, Ella Carter, Olivia
Stubbs, Katherine Baker, Maddie Kennedy and
Isabelle Devine travelled to Bolton One in
March. The junior and inter teams qualified for
the B finals in each event, both finishing 3rd
in the Medley, and 2nd in the freestyle races.
The seniors made the A finals and finished a
fantastic 2nd and 3rd in Medley and Freestyle
events. The girls performed against teams of
a very high calibre, and so we were thrilled
with a final standing of 5th overall. Well done
to all girls who have represented the school at
swimming this season!
SALFORD 100s

Shriya Bonda
Harriet Dickens
Ai Makino
Isobel Pursey
Nicola Shaw
Jemima Stubbs

Ruby Broughton
Amelie Duncalf
Caitlin Nuttall
Lucy Sackfield

YEAR 9
Phoebe Booth
Victoria Cook
Aliza Nirodi

Isabel Brennand
Celia Logan
Katie Riggs

YEAR 10
Katherine Baker
Rachel Funk
Eleanor Murray

Ellie Fielding
Ella Harkness
Olivia Stubbs

SENIOR
Anita Cardozo*
Maddie Kennedy*
Jessie Harper +
Jennie Maher
Tara Wallis

Amy Chicken*
Isabelle Devine +
Emma Higginbottom
Thea Simpson
Samantha Woods
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The girls were excited to be competing against
the Boys’ Division in November. Teams from
Years 7 and 8 were both victorious over the
boys’ side, both sides scoring a convincing 5236. While the senior years could not mirror the
juniors’ successes, overall the Girls’ Division
won 185-167!

In December, ten Year 7 girls competed in
the Salford 100s Lifesaving competition. The
competition is steeped in history and this
year had 71 girls participating from schools
in the Bolton area. All of the girls performed
the lifesaving tests successfully but a special
mention needs to go to three girls, who finished
in the top ten on the day: Harriet Dickens was
9th, Jade Sprott was 7th and Ella Carter did
exceptionally well to finish 2nd overall.

Sport Clubs
“I really enjoyed going
to badminton club after
school as it was fun to play
with others and learn more
about the game.”
Divya Kallat 8C

“I especially enjoyed the
tag rugby club I attended
on Wednesday afternoons
after school and I hope this
club is continued in Year 9.”
Amelie Duncalf 8C
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Rounders 2017
Huge numbers of girls continue to enjoy
rounders, attending lunchtime clubs throughout
the summer term. The teams have played in
regular league matches throughout the summer
term where the weather has permitted and
have once again benefitted from external
coaching from the BSF rounders league.
The final week of term saw the culmination of
the rounders season with town tournaments
taking place for all ages, except Year 9 who were
away at Patterdale doing their D of E.
Well done to the Year 7 team who were runners
up in the group stages of their competition.
Special mention to both the Year 8 and Year
10 teams on reaching the semi-finals of their
respective competitions.
YEAR 7 ROUNDERS
Amaani Adam
Rumaysa Ahmed
Yaqeen Alkaabi
Hollie Asquith
Alicia Backhouse
Molly Bell
Martha Brennan
Maddy Brooks
Ruby Broughton
Lauren Bunting
Summer Burke
Kelly Chae
Amelia Charova
Jessica Crompton
Jasmine Curtis-Walker Aisha Darsot
Jessica Dixon
Lucy Dixon
Sacha Doyle
Amelie Duncalf
Isabelle Du Plessis
Pippa Everest
Bella Grainger
Sarah Habbab
Carol Habib
Martha Halford
Safiyyah Hasan
Isabel Heaton
Molly Holt
Aakifah Ismail
Kheshayna Jadwa
Alesha Jiva
Charlotte Jones
Megan Jones
Divya Kallat
Safa Khan
Mia Kitching
Alice Leary
Olivia Maguire
Anika Maini
Katy Malley
Jessica Martin
Tisha Matsika
Georgia McGinty
Beth McGuinness
Hannah McKee
Zena Miller
Isabella Morgan
Martha Morrow
Kiana Murray
Halima Natha
Mia Neill
Caitlin Nuttall
Safaa Patel
Sophie Patel
Shriya Pindoria
Eva Porter
Millie Price
Alicia Quinton Taylor Kaamilah Rafai
Teja Reece
Emilie Reilly
Ruby Rimmer
Elizabeth Rogers
Lucy Sackfield
Saba Salim
Hamna Shafiq
Emily Sham
Kate Shanley
Zahra Shahzad
Bethany Shum
Jasmine Shum
Kareena Singh
Indira Tailor
Alara Unsal
Lexie Vincent
Scarlett Whittle
Anna Wiggetts
Francesca Williams-Denton
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YEAR 8 ROUNDERS
Fatimah Ahmed
Imaan Ahmed
Jessica Bailey
Ellem Baines
Mia Bennett
Imaan Bhad
Poppy Blackhurst
Phoebe Booth
Sophie Bracegirdle Isabel Brennand
Lucy Conor
Victoria Cook
Isabelle Corrigan
Maya Croasdaile
Amy Doyle
Chloe Ferguson
Caitlin Foster
Clarissa Forster
Elly Fraser
Eve Gould
Scarlett Gregson
Gracie Grundy
Lizzy Harkness
Ruby Hill
Suzi Howell
Amerleen Hundle
Phoebe Hurt
Madiha Hussain
Madiha Jiva
Summer Kay
Xena Logan
Charlotte Martin
Manahill Masood
Millie Mercer
Lily Morrow
Molly Morrow
Amelia Morton
Isabella Moss
Ajwa Mukhtar
Amelia Myall
Isha Nunkoo
Angela Okeke
Taya Panter
Rebecca Parkinson
Estelle Pass
Emma Payne
Lucy Pixton
Megan Potter
Rachel Roscoe
Yasmin Rose
Alice Ryder
Amy Scoble
Fabeha Shafaat
Aaliyah Shah
Izzy Silvano
Caitlin Smith
Sophie Smith
Anna Staal
Genevieve Storey
Ariella Tanfield
Amaia Taylor
Daisy Taylor
Rhianna Taylor-Birch Olivia Travi
Fizzaa Valli
Josie Varghese
Hannah Welsby
Katie Wild
Vanessa Wong

Gymnastics
YEAR 7 GYM CLUB
Fatimah Ahmed
Alice Edwards
Lola Grundy
Ruby Hurt
Olivia Myall
Emily Nuttall
Nathalie Rippingale
Ruby Smith
Natasha Williams

Libby Ambrose
Erin Farragher
Charlotte Hothersall
Molly McGregor
Cloe Ramirez Nievas
Ammarah Patel
Emma Seddon
Amelia Stringfellow
Eimaan Yaqoob

Individual Sports
Trophy Winners
WALLWORK TROPHY 2017
Arabella Barker-Smith, Ellie Bridge, Charlotte
Hughes, Anna Phillips & Olivia Stubbs

NETBALL CUP
Rebecca Lees

YEAR 9 ROUNDERS
Alecia Anderson
Katherine Baker
Arabella Barker-Smith India Corlett-Moore
Katie Couriel
Jessica-Rose Curtis-Walker
Freya Dando
Kate Dziobon
Ellie Fielding
Harriet Forster
Rachel Funk
Ella Harkness
Elspeth Harper
Zakia Herez
Alice Higginbottom Charlotte Hughes
Anaya Jesani
Zara Jiva
Phoenix Khan
Mia Monsen
Eleanor Murray
Fatimah Naeem
Zara Rattoo
Ashley Sprott
Olivia Stubbs
Sara Uddin
Aishah Umar
Sarah Walker
Elizabeth Warburton Ella Wilson

YEAR 10 ROUNDERS
Imogen Bootle
Annabelle Boulous
Isabelle Catlow
Amy Chicken
Molly Hill
Esmee Higgins
Honey Higham
Mabel Horridge
Isabella Howe
Millie Hurt
Ella Kaut-Howson
Jessica Kay
Maddie Kennedy
Cate Lord
Lydia Lycholat
Rachel McGinty
Bryony Meech
Sarah Mogg
Imane Nagi
Anabel Nuttall
Asmara Stubley
Imogen Swift
Beth Taylor
Olivia Wright

COLLINSON TROPHY FOR LACROSSE
Maisie Camm

UPPER SCHOOL VICTRIX LUDORUM
Amy Chicken & Maddie Kennedy

All Senior Cups and Colours Winners
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Badminton
YEAR 7
Safia Adam
Freya Langtree
Kim Short

Ruby Hassall
Rianna Patel
Malaika Zaidi

Sports Day 2017
Sadly 2017 Sports Day was a wash out, with
no hope of completing any track or field events
on the day. Nevertheless, the Year 7 and 8
competitions were able to go ahead in lesson
times with some excellent individual results
and Personal Bests achieved.
Sports Day Results 2016 Track Events

YEAR 8
Maysun Cheema
Aisha Darsot
Ayesha Jiva
Divya Kallat
Martha Morrow
Sophie Patel
Ruby Rimmer
Kate Shanley
Humairah Thagia

Jasmine Curtis-Walker
Alesha Jiva
Charlotte Jones
Saima Khan
Safaa Patel
Emilie Reilly
Zahra Shahzad
Kareena Singh
Francesca Williams-Denton

YEAR 9 LUNCHTIME
Isma Ahmed
Poppy Blackhurst
Katie Burgess
Phoebe Booth
Sofia Carrera-Knowles Victoria Cook
Audrisha De
Sophie Edwards
Lizzy Harkness
Amerleen Hundle
Summer Kay
Xena Logan
Manahil Masood
Feryal Mirza
Amelia Myall
Sanjana Patel
Yuxuan Qu
Ani Sastry
Fabeha Shafaat
Izzy Silvano
Sophie Smith
Genevieve Storey
Hannah Welsby
Katie Wild
YEAR 9 AFTER SCHOOL
Jessica Bailey
Caitlin Foster
Helena Lintott
Feryal Mirza
Amelia Morton
Rebecca Parkinson
Yasmin Rose
Alice Ryder
Katie Schaffel
Amaia Taylor
YEAR 10
Annabelle Gibbs
Annabelle Nuttall
YEAR 11
Neha Bagewadi
Anna Clark
Emma Sellwood

Yr 7 70m
		
Yr 8 70m
		
Yr7 100m
		
Yr8 100m
		
Yr7 800m
		
Yr8 800m
		
Yr7 200m
		
Yr8 200m
		

A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B

Rebecca Parry
7B
Elizabeth Rogers
7G
Ella Roberts
8G
Joanna Pemberton
8G
Amaani Adam
7B
Alice Leary
7B
Olivia Matthews-Berry 8G
Glory Steer
8G
Lucy Dixon
7D
Anna Wiggetts
7D
Lucy Pixton
8C
Amy Doyle
8C
Pippa Everest
7D
Emily Reily
7D
Lizzy Harkness
8S
Helena Lintott
8G

Sports Day Results 2017 Field Events
Yr 7 Long A
Jump B
Yr 8 Long A
Jump B
Yr 7 Shot A
		
B
Yr 8 Shot A
		
B
Yr 7 High A
Jump
Yr 8 High A
Jump B
Yr 7 Discus A
Yr 8 Discus A
		
B
Yr 7 Javelin A
Yr 8 Javelin A
		
B

Martha Brennan
Georgia Johnston
Eve Gould
Grace Collins
Hollie Asquith
Megan Jones
Millie Mercer
Kaitlyn Paton
Emily Jefferson

7C
7S
8C
8G
7B
7B
8D
8C
7D

Helena Lintott
8G
Yasmin Rose
8B
Alicia Quinton-Taylor 7B
Sophie Bracegirdle 8C
Trinity Entwistle
8G
Olivia Maguire
7G
Jessica Bailey
8B
Madiha Jiva
8B

Overall Sports Day Winners:
7B & 8G

Zara Jiva
Nabilah Thagia

Amy Chicken
Annabelle Nuttall

Inter-Form Winners
NETBALL
7S + 7C, 8G, 9D, 10C
LACROSSE
7G + 7C, 8B + 8C, 9S
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Netball Captain’s Report
Taking on the role of netball captain this
season has been a privilege. The Senior
Netball team this year was made up of
players from Years 12 and 13 who had not
played much as a team before so this made
it a very exciting and challenging season.
Through hard work, communication and
enthusiasm it has been brilliant to witness
the team grow in confidence together and
achieve some great results. On behalf of
the team and myself I’d like to thank Mrs
Heatherington for being a fantastic coach
and for all her support over the past season.
School netball has been a thoroughly
enjoyable part of my time at Bolton School
and I will miss representing the school – but
not the early starts on Saturday mornings!

Rebecca Lees

Lacrosse Captain’s Report
This year I have enjoyed being lacrosse
captain of the Senior Lacrosse squad. It has
been a privilege in my final year to play with
such talented and kind players. Going on
lacrosse trips to Edinburgh and taking yearly
trips to the National Schools Tournament
have definitely been the highlights of my
time on the squad. Even though it has
been a tough season, I am grateful for my
teammates for making it a memorable last
year, and would like to thank Miss Donaghy
for coaching us since Year 7. She has
constantly helped the team to improve and
made the sport extremely fun for us all.

Maisie Camm

Swimming Captains’ Report
This year has been quite a success for the
swim team with the younger years being
stronger than ever and the older years
uniting in their joint age groups. It was
initially a struggle with depleted numbers
but our swimmers fought through with
determination and swam in any age group
they were required to. Although we missed
Mrs Duddle’s skilful coaching, our starts and
turns were much improved by the excellent
and enthusiastic coaching of Mrs Hails. It has
been a please for us both to captain the team
this year and we wish the Bolton school swim
team every success in the future.

Jessie Harper & Isabelle Devine
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Athletics 2017
In addition to the usual track and Field events
matches against Canon Slade and Bury Grammar
school, Ella Wilson in Year 9 (Javelin) along with
Year 10 pupils Lydia Lycholat (Long Jump), Beth
Taylor (100m) and Imane Nagi (300m) were all
nominated to represent the Bolton Town Team
at the Greater Manchester County Athletics
championships in June. Following her excellent
performance in the javelin competition, Ella
was subsequently selected to represent Greater
Manchester at the Mason trophy inter-counties
competition in Birmingham where she achieved a
new Personal Best Performance.
Following some excellent performances in
both track and field events, the Year 7, Year 8,
Year 9 and Year 10 athletics all finished in an
impressive 2nd place at their respective Bolton
Town Athletics Competitions. Congratulations
to Ella Wilson (Year 9) who became Town Javelin
Champion, Lucy Dixon (Year 7) who became
Town 800m Champion and to Alicia Quinton
Taylor (Year 7) who became the Town Discus
Champion.
YEAR 7 ATHLETICS
Hollie Asquith
Martha Brennan
Ruby Broughton
Kelly Chae
Jessica Crompton
Jasmine Curtis-Walker
Sacha Doyle
Carol Habib
Molly Holt
Megan Jones
Alice Leary
Katy Malley
Georgia McGinty
Caitlin Nuttall
Millie Price
Elizabeth Rogers
Anna Wiggetts
YEAR 8 ATHLETICS
Imaan Ahmed
Poppy Blackhurst
Sophie Bracegirdle
Tahira Collins
Issy Corrigan
Amy Doyle
Elly Fraser
Scarlett Gregson
lizzy Harkness
Ruby Hill
Summer Kay
Manahil Masood
Amelia Morton
Isha Nunkoo
Rebecca Parkinson
Maya Peter
Katie Riggs
Katie Schaffel
Sophie Smith
Genevieve Storey
Daisy Taylor
Katie Wild
Vanessa Wong
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Alicia Backhouse
Maddy Brooks
Summer Burke
Maysun Cheema
Rose Crowther
Lucy Dixon
Philippa Everest
Martha Halford
Charlotte Jones
Mia Kitching
Olivia Maguire
Tisha Matsika
Zena Miller
Shriya Pindoria
Alicia Quinton-Taylor
Alara Unsal
Francesca Williams-Denton

Jessica Bailey
Phoebe Booth
Isabel Brennand
Victoria Cook
Maya Croasdaile
Chloe Ferguson
Eve Gould
Gracie Grundy
Bethan Hill
Phoebe Hurt
Shilpa Lapsia
Millie Mercer
Isabella Moss
Taya Panter
Maia Patel
Lucy Pixton
Rachel Roscoe
Fabeha Shafaat
Glory Steer
Ariella Tanfield
Olivia Travi
Connie Williamson

YEAR 9 ATHLETICS
Arabella Barker-Smith
Ellie Bridge
Jessie Rose Curtis-Walker
Rubie Dey
Kate Dziobon
Harriet Forster
Ella Harkness
Zakia Herez
Amber Kirkham
Olivia Stubbs

Eve Birtwistle
India Corlett-Moore
Freya Dando
Abigail Duckworth
Ellie Fielding
Rachel Funk
Elsie Harper
Phoenix Khan
Mia Monsen
Ella Wilson

YEAR 10 ATHLETICS
Amy Chicken
Esmee Higgins
Millie Hurt
Maddie Kennedy
Lydia Lycholat
Bryony Meech
Sarah Mogg
Jessica Price
Asmara Stubley
Imogen Swift
Beth Taylor

Running Club
Lots of Girls continue to develop their interest
in Running and have regularly attended the
weekly Tuesday lunchtime running club this
academic year.
YEAR 7
Libby Ambrose
Nicola Shaw

Freya Jones

YEAR 8
Lucy Dixon
YEAR 9
Mia Bennett
Isabelle Brennand
Scarlett Gregson
Madiha Jiva
Eloise McDermott
Isabella Moss
Ella Roberts
Anna Staal
YEAR 10
Olivia Stubbs

Olivia Berry-Matthews
Imaan Bhad
Ruby Hill
Charlotte Martin
Millie Mercer
Joanna Pemberton
Rachel Roscoe
Olivia Travi

Run For Fun 2017
Popular as ever, large numbers of girls enjoyed
the Run for Fun club throughout the summer
term of 2017 and it was encouraging to see
girls eager to achieve their 2km running
challenge award.
2KM RUNNING CHALLENGE
Sophie Edwards
Feryal Mirza
Olivia Stubbs
Nabilah Thagia
Fizaa Valli
YEAR 7 RUN FOR FUN
Hollie Asquith
Alicia Backhouse
Martha Brennan
Ruby Broughton
Faye Clarkson
Jasmine Curtis-Walker
Sarah Habbab
Molly Holt
Mia Kitching
Alice Leary
Olivia Maguire
Zena Miller
Caitlin Nuttall
Sophie Patel
Emilie Reilly
Ruby Rimmer
Lucy Sackfield
Saba Salim
Hamna Shafiq
Zahra Shahzad
Kate Shanley
Jasmine Shum
Kareena Singh
Indira Tailor
Anna Wiggetts
YEAR 8 RUN FOR FUN
Isabelle Corrigan
Maya Croasdaile
Sophie Edwards
Elly Fraser
Eleanor Haighton
Phoebe Hurt
Madiha Hussain
Mia Langtree
Laraibe Latif
Helena Lintott
Charlotte Martin
Olivia Matthews-Berry
Eloise McDermott
Feryal Mirza
Ajwa Mukhtar
Angela Okeke
Joanna Pemberton
Rachel Roscoe
Aaliyah Shah
Ariella Tanfield
Olivia Travi
YEAR 9 RUN FOR FUN
Zara Leach
Shreya Kamath
Charlotte Moore
Fatimah Naeem
Jennifer Taberner
Sarah Walker
Ellie Wallis

Football 2017/18
Large Numbers of girls have once again enjoyed
coaching on Monday lunchtimes from Poppy
at BWFC community coaching initiative. A
number of girls went on to represent school at
the Independent schools football competition at
Stockport Grammar School in May.
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Cross Country
2017-18
Disappointingly, the 2017-18 Town Cross
Country competition was postponed in
October and cancelled again in November due
to a waterlogged course.
Congratulations to Blythe Cordwell in Year 7
and Lucy Dixon from Year 8 who were both
selected to represent the Bolton Town Cross
Country team at the Greater Manchester
County Championships held at Heaton Park in
February. Both girls had impressive runs at this
event
Blythe finished in 14th position and was the
3rd Bolton athlete home. The Year 7 Bolton
Town team came second overall in their
competition.
Lucy achieved 3rd place in the Y8/9 race
and was the first Bolton girl home. The Y8/9
Bolton Town Team also finished 2nd in their
Competition. As a result of her outstanding
performance, Lucy was selected to represent
the Y8/9 Greater Manchester Schools
Team in the English Schools Cross Country
Championships at Temple Newsam, Leeds in
March.
YEAR 7
Blythe Cordwell
Ruby Hassall
Nicola Shaw
Freya Taylor
YEAR 8
Maysun Cheema
Beatrice Hughes
Emily Reily
YEAR 9
Isabel Brennand
Lucy Pixton

Lola Grundy
Freya Langtree
Jemima Stubbs

Lucy Dixon
Mia Neill

Gracie Grundy

Tennis 2017
The Tennis Squad have competed in the local
round of the AEGON Teams Tennis Competition
this season, with some competitive matches in
both age groups.
The Under 15 team have played a number
of matches, competing against Manchester
High, Kirkham Grammar, St Peters’ Catholic
High School and Canon Slade. The girls
came up against some tough opposition in
Manchester High and Kirkham Grammar, losing
both of these matches, but won their games
convincingly against Canon Slade with a 12-0
victory overall. In the match against St Peters’ it
was a close game with the points even after the
singles and doubles. A championship shootout
had to be played with a tie-break of 10 points.
Bryony Meech and Amy Chicken kept their
nerve and played extremely well, winning by 10
points to 4 overall. This meant that we came
out as winners with 7-6 rubbers. Winning two
matches out of four was a good result overall,
but this has meant that we finished third in the
group, therefore we will not proceed to the next
stage of the competition.
The Under 13 team played their matches
against Manchester High and St Mary’s Hall.
Girls in both Year 7 and 8 were selected to play
in this competition, with lots of competitive
matches at Tennis Squad practices in order to
gain selection. The girls won against Manchester
YEAR 7
Faye Clarkson
Isabel Heaton
Kareena Singh
YEAR 8
Jessica Bailey
Gracie Grundy
Aliza Nirodi
Rebecca Parkinson

Carol Habib
Kate Shanley

Eve Gould
Phoebe Hurt
Lucy Pixton

High after winning two sets of singles and one
set of doubles, meaning we needed to play
another Championship shootout. Eve Gould
and Aliza Nirodi played extremely well to win
10 points to 8. In their second match, the girls
played against St Mary’s Hall, with some very
competitive tennis, winning three sets of singles
and one set of doubles, therefore the overall
score was 8 rubbers to 4. As the Under 13
team won both of their matches, they are the
League Champions and will progress to the next
stage of the competition which is the Regional
Knockout and will be in the Autumn Term. We
will await to hear who our opposition will be.
Girls in Years 7, 8, 9 and 10 age groups played
in friendly doubles matches against Kirkham
Grammar and Bury Grammar. The Year 7 and
8 teams played matches against Kirkham and
gave wins for the Year 8 teams with 27 games
to 3, and a loss for the Year 7 team; however
overall we won by 36 games to 28. Against Bury
the Year 7, 8, 9 and 10 teams played. The Year
7 and 8 teams lost by 15 games to 26, and the
Year 9 and 10 teams won by 32 games to 9, but
again we were victorious overall with 44 games
to 35. The friendly against Westholme was
cancelled as they were not available to play.
Well done to all of the girls for their efforts and
commitments throughout the season.

YEAR 9
Charlotte Hughes

Anna Phillips

YEAR 10
Imogen Bootle
Mabel Horridge

Amy Chicken
Bryony Meech

YEAR 12
Kiran Cheema *

Hannah Daley *

YEAR 10
Olivia Stubbs

YEAR 7
Ruby Hassall
Ilham Nagi
Loni Mayolla

Kim Short
Lola Grundy

YEAR 8
Amani Adam
Hollie Asquith
Alicia backhouse
Summer Burke
Jasmine Curtis-Walker Poppy Donohue
Sasha Doyle
Amelie Duncalf
Martha Halford
Imogen Howarth
Charlotte Jones
Megan Jones
Alice Leary
Olivia Maguire
Isabella Morgan
Teja Reece
Lizzie Rogers
Lucy Sackfield
Emilie Sham
Kareena Singh
Frankie Williams-Denton

YEAR 9
Imaan Bhad
Madiha Jiva
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YEAR 10
Nabilah Thagia

Chloe Ferguson
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Lacrosse 2017/18
Throughout the year, the lacrosse teams
have competed in a number of matches and
tournaments across the North of England.
During the second week of March, the
Senior Squad travelled to Wycombe Abbey
in Buckinghamshire, to participate in the
National Schools Championships. During the
course of the first day, Bolton played a total
of 7 matches against schools from across the
UK. With a win against The Royal School,
and a draw against both Glenalmond College
in Scotland and Rendcomb College from
Gloucestershire, Bolton qualified for Division
2 for the second day of play. Unfortunately,
due to poor weather conditions over night and
during the morning, the event organisers had
to make the difficult decision to cancel the
tournament for both Division 1 and 2 teams.
Thank you to all the players for their hard work
and commitment throughout the season.
SENIOR
Scarlett Amos +
Aaliyah Ascroft
Maisie Camm + (C)
Eleanor Gibbons
Priya Guhathakurta +
Mabel Horridge *
Rachel Jarvis *
Bryony Meech *
Alice Sandford
Olivia Wright *

Gabriella Appleby
Imogen Bootle *
Amy Chicken *
Jaya Guhathakurta
Esmee Higgins *
Millie Hurt *
Maddie Kennedy *
Hannah Saad +
Asmara Stubley *

UNDER 14
Imaan Ahmed
Amy Doyle
Eve Gould
Lizzy Harkness
Ruby Hill
Charlotte Martin
Amelia Myall
Lucy Pixton
Sophie Smith
Vanessa Wong

Isabelle Corrigan
Chloe Ferguson
Gracie Grundy
Bethan Hill
Phoebe Hurt
Molly Morrow
Isha Nunkoo
Rachel Roscoe (C)
Katie Wild

This year, many pupils have also played
lacrosse at representative level for their
County and Territory. The following girls were
selected to represent the U18, U15 and U13
Lancashire County Lacrosse squads:
LANCASHIRE U18 ‘A’ SQUAD
Scarlett Amos
Millie Hurt
Maddie Kennedy
Asmara Stubley
LANCASHIRE U18 ‘B’ SQUAD
Arabella Barker-Smith Abigail Duckworth
Phoebe Hurt
LANCASHIRE U15 ‘A’ SQUAD
Arabella Barker-Smith Chloe Ferguson
Phoebe Hurt

UNDER 13
Hollie Asquith
Martha Brennan
Summer Burke
Jasmine Curtis-Walker
Martha Halford (C)
Alice Leary
Anika Maini
Georgia McGinty
Martha Morrow
Caitlin Nuttall
Millie Price

Alicia Backhouse
Madeleine Brooks
Rose Crowther
Poppy Donohue
Molly Holt
Olivia Maguire
Tisha Matsika
Zena Miller
Mia Neill
Shriya Pindoria
Francesca Williams-Denton

LANCASHIRE U15 ‘B’ SQUAD
Ella Brophy
Isabelle Corrigan
Ruby Hill
Gracie Grundy
Eve Gould
Abigail Hughes
Mia Monsen
Vanessa Wong (C)

LANCASHIRE U13 ‘A’ SQUAD:
Ella Brophy (C)
Martha Halford
Alice Leary
Olivia Maguire
Francesca Williams-Denton (C)
LANCASHIRE U13 ‘B’ SQUAD:
Phoebe Chuck
Jasmine Curtis-Walker
Anika Maini (C)
Martha Morrow
UNDER 15
Arabella Barker-Smith
Freya Dando
Abigail Duckworth (C)
Isabella Forshaw
Abigail Hughes
Zakia Herez
Amber Kirkham
Mia Monsen

Eve Birtwistle
Rubie Dey
Kate Dziobon
Liberty Giggs
Charlotte Hughes
Shreya Kamath
Elizabeth Lees
Olivia Stubbs

UNDER 12
Naima Aden
Ella Brophy
Phoebe Chuck
Harriet Dickens
Lola Grundy
Alexia Hughes
Freya Langtree
Imogen Masheter
Olivia Myall
Helena Ormerod
Grace Ryder
Kimberley Short
Jemima Stubbs
Malaika Zaidi
Rianna Patel

Aaminah Ali
Ella Carter
Jessica Croston
Isabella Fairclough
Ruby Hassall
Ruby Hurt
Ai Makino
Scarlet Mathews
Ilham Nagi
Sejal Patel
Ruby Schofield
Jade Sprott
Freya Taylor
Grace Dean
Nicola Shaw

NORTH OF ENGLAND
Following on from their success at County
level, the following girls were selected to
represent the U19 North of England Squads at
the Regional Tournament in March:
‘A’ SQUAD
Millie Hurt

‘B’ SQUAD
Maddie Kennedy

ENGLAND LACROSSE ACADEMY
England Lacrosse runs talent development
programmes for girls through an Academy
system. The system plays an important role in
raising the performance of junior players and
contributing to the success of the National
teams at U19 and Senior levels. Several Year
8 and 9 pupils have recently attended trials
for the U15 Regional Academy for the next
season.
Congratulations to the following pupil who is
currently enrolled in the Academy:
U17 REGIONAL ACADEMY:
Maddie Kennedy
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Netball 2017/18
The 2017-18 netball season was as busy as
ever in the first half term with plenty of
friendly, league and cup competition games
to accommodate in addition to the usual
Saturday matches. Sadly disruption with
unseasonal weather late in the spring term saw
many of the county tournaments cancelled.
Particular highlights to mention include the
selection at U13 Greater Manchester County
level of Harriet Dickens (Year 7) and also
re-selection to the Under 17 Manchester
Thunder netball squad for Cate Lord (Year
11). The Under 16 team were winners of the
Bolton Schools’ Tournaments in October and
also reached the semi-final of the Under 16
County round of National Schools. In addition
to Saturday and midweek league fixtures,
the Under 13 and Under 12 teams were
successful at their respective Bolton Schools’
Tournaments held in March whilst the Under
14 team narrowly missed out on qualifying for
the semi-final stages and the Under 15 team
were runners up.
The County Tournaments in March were
hit by a late flurry of snowy weather which
disappointingly saw the Under 13, Under
14, Under 15 and Under 16 tournaments
cancelled. The snow cleared in time for the
UNDER 18
Zoe Ashworth +
Caroline Blair +
Hannah Daley +
Isabelle Devine +
Priya Guhathakurta + Rachel Ibberson +
Rebecca Lees + (C) Molly Marshall +
Amie Murray +
Tilly Rodriguez +
UNDER 17
Vanessa Azavedo
Ella Bolton
Eleanor Gibbons
Thea Simpson

UNDER 16
Neha Bagewadi
Esmee Higgins
Isabella Howe
Maddie Kennedy
Cate Lord (C)
Sarah Mogg
Olivia Wright
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Gabriella Appleby
Sophie Brown
Ella Smyth
Sam Woods

Amy Chicken
Molly Hill
Millie Hurt
Robyn Lever
Lauren-Rae McGann
Jessica Price

Under 19 competition with the seniors playing
exceptionally well to finish 3rd overall in the
group stages.
Thank you to all girls who have committed
their time to training and representing school
throughout the season. Thank you also to
Mrs Duddle, Mrs Hails and Mr Owen for their
continued support of the netball teams and
without whom none of the above would have
been possible.
UNDER 15
Jessica Curtis-Walker
Libby Giggs
Amber Kirkham
Eleanor Murray
Olivia Stubbs
Lizzie Warburton

UNDER 12
Aaminah Ali
Ella Carter
Phoebe Chuck
Harriet Dickens (C)
Alina Halim
Alexia Hughes
Ai Makino
Scarlett Matthews
Emma Seddon
Jade Sprott
Eimaan Yaqoob

Ella Brophy
Anjelie Chitre
Grace Dean
Charlotte Duffy
Riya Hasija
Ruby Hurt
Imogen Masheter
Ruby Schofield
Nicola Shaw
Jemima Stubbs

Bella Forshaw
Charlotte Hughes (C)
Lizzie Lees
Anna Phillips
Jennie Taberner
NETBALL CLUB

UNDER 14
Jessica Bailey
Lucy Connor
Chloe Ferguson
Eve Gould
Bethan Hill
Phoebe Hurt
Feryal Mirza
Rachel Roscoe
Izzy Silvano
Ariella Tanfield
Vanessa Wong

UNDER 13
Amaani Adam
Summer Burke
Amelia Charova
Rose Crowther
Poppy Donohue
Martha Halford
Charlotte Jones
Anika Maini
Kiana Murray
Millie Price
Jasmine Shum

Poppy Blackhurst
Issy Corrigan
Elly Fraser
Lizzy Harkness
Ruby Hill
Summer Kay
Lucy Pixton
Ani Sastry
Genevieve Storey
Katie Wild

Hollie Asquith
Martha Brennan
Jess Crompton
Jasmine Curtis-Walker
Carol Habib
Ayesha Jiva
Olivia Maguire (C)
Tisha Matsika
Caitlin Nuttall
Kareena Singh
Francesca Williams-Denton

YEAR 7
Khuzeima Ahmed
Kashaf Ashraf
Isabella Fairclough
Aafiyah Gani
Iman Javaid
Vlada Kozak
Hannah Mohammed
Rianna Patel
Nisaa Ratoo
Grace Ryder
Batool Tabani
Tanya Thakrar

Maryam Ali
Jessica Croston
Caitrin Flood
Charlotte Hothersall
Alaina Jiva
Freya Langtree
Helena Ormerod
Adithi Prasad
Charlotte Reece
Amelia Stringfellow
Maria Tariq

YEAR 8
Ruby Broughton
Kelly Chae
Isabelle Du Plessis
Beatrice Hughes
Kheshayna Jadwa
Mia Kitching
Maryam Maka
Georgia McGinty
Mia Neill
Eva Porter
Teja Reece
Lucy Sackfield
Humeira Sardar
Bethany Shum
Alicia Quinton Taylor
Lexie Vincent

Lauren Bunting
Amelia Coll
Molly Holt
Megan Jones
Safa Khan
Alice Leary
Katy Malley
Zena Miller
Shriya Pindoria
Elizabeth Rogers
Ruby Rimmer
Saba Salim
Emilie Sham
Indira Tailor
Alara Unsal
Scarlett Whittle

YEAR 9
Imaan Ahmed
Hannah Berisford
Phoebe Booth
Isabel Brennand
Maya Croasdaile
Caitlin Foster
Scarlett Gregson
Emily Guy
Madiha Jiva
Helena Lintott
Charlotte Martin
Eloise McDermott
Lily Morrow
Amelia Morton
Amelia Myall
Taya Panter
Emma Payne
Katie Riggs
Caitlin Smith
Anna Staal
Amaia Taylor
Olivia Travi

Mia Bennett
Imaan Bhad
Sophie Bracegirdle
Sofia Carrera-Knowles
Amy Doyle
Clarissa Forster
Gracie Grundy
Suzi Howell
Shilpa Lapsia
Celia Logan
Olivia Matthews-Berry
Millie Mercer
Molly Morrow
Isabella Moss
Isha Nunkoo
Rebecca Parkinson
Megan Potter
Alice Ryder
Sophie Smith
Glory Steer
Daisy Taylor
Hannah Welsby
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Year 6 Memories...
My best moments at Hesketh House are the laughs I share with
my friends. – Tilly Watkinson, 6L

My most memorable moment was doing the flash mob for Mrs
Brierley. – Amelia Cowin, 6L

My most favourite memory from my time at Hesketh House
is when my friends and I couldn’t sleep so we spent nearly the
whole night laughing and joking! – Soha Syed, 6L

My most memorable moment was when my three friends all
climbed into my single bed on the ski trip because they were
scared and I ended up falling out! – Alexia Howarth, 6L

Memories that I will never forget from Hesketh House was
doing Bike-ability and dancing the Flash Mob for Mrs Brierley. –
Charlotte Harris, 6L

One of my favourite times is when we got to do the Drama Day
in the Senior School. – Safeeya Khan, 6L

I remember the time when we were on the ski trip and the flight
was delayed so the pilot let us see how many children we could
fit into the cockpit! - Rhea Sudhakar, 6L

My favourite thing about Hesketh House was in Year 5 when
I got chosen to sing ‘The Jaguar’ in the summer concert. –
Gabriella Ferris-Koussa, 6L

My favourite memory was in Year 3 when we had a picnic and my
parents came and we had wraps that I made. – Grace Houghton, 6L

I really enjoyed visiting Stockport Museum and seeing of the
things people used in WW2. We went down into the Air Raid
Shelters and sang songs from the war. – Anoushka Sharma, 6L

The funniest thing that happened to me at Hesketh House is
when my best friend and I shouted, “OLE!” at the end of our
gymnastic routine and we couldn’t stop laughing! – Francesca
Dewhurst, 6L

The House netball tournament was brilliant – it was a warm and
sunny day and my House (Grasmere) won! – Ishaani Singh, 6J

Spending time with my best friends is a memory I will cherish
and never forget. Through our ups and downs, we stay together
and have a happy time, whatever happens. – Shriya Tanawade, 6L
My most amazing memory was when the A team played netball
at St Joseph’s and came second: my funniest was when my
friends and I made up nicknames for each other and they were
Cheeky Chocolate and Poppy Corn! – Naomi Hitchin, 6L
A very funny memory of mine is when we were on the school
ski trip and our teacher, Mr Stringer, crashed into a tree whilst on
skis! – Beatrice Baxter, 6L
A memory that will always have a special place in my heart is
when we went to Stockport War Museum with my mum as a
helper and we sang in the pitch-black air raid shelters.
– Sophie Swift, 6L

At Hesketh House we had some of the best teachers in the
world! The facilities were great and I made some lifelong friends.
- Imogen Ferrier, 6J
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My favourite memory was finding out that I had made it into the
Swimming Squad in Year 6. - Emily Whalley, 6J

My favourite moment was on the ski trip when 4 of us woke up
in one single bed! - Vivienne Hall, 6J

The ski trip provided a funny moment when we learnt a song
called ‘Wade in the Water’ and my friends put toilet paper
everywhere to wade through. - Anna Brennand, 6J

I was so excited to discover that I had passed the entrance exam
and was going to the Senior School. - Pip Nuttall, 6J

I remember when Mrs Brierley was Headteacher and she dressed
up as Winnie the Pooh and Buzz Lightyear! - Erin Turner, 6J

A hilarious memory which I will never forget is when we went on
the ski trip in Italy and I was asking the cook what flavour soup
it was and he replied, in a strong Italian accent, “Zoup Zoup.” –
Molly Grimshaw, 6L
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Marvellous Music

Throughout the year, the Junior Girls have provided a host of musical highlights. The first big
event in the musical calendar was the Christmas Carol Concert: Hosanna Rock. March was a busy
month! The Choir took part in the AJIS Music Festival and Ramsbottom Music Festival. The String
Orchestra also played at Ramsbottom Music Festival, with both Hesketh House groups earning
second place, and several individual musicians competed and did well too. The more experienced
instrumentalists and singers became part of a massed orchestra and choir to perform in the
Senior School Spring Gala Concert held in the Victoria Halls at the end of the month.

Music Festival

The Music Festival at Hesketh House once
again allowed pupils to perform in front
of an appreciative audience. Novices and
accomplished musicians alike took to the stage
for adjudicators Kathryn Page (Piano) and Philip
Dewhurst (Instrumental & Ensemble). Well
done to all those who performed.

Piano

Hosanna Rock

Music Festival winners and runners-up
performed at a Celebratory Concert

Year 6:

1st
2nd
3rd

Rhea Sudhakar
Tilly Watkinson
Emma Arnison

Year 5:

1st
2nd
3rd

Sofia Riaz
Hana Turnbull
Imaan Rashid

Year 4:

1st
2nd
3rd

Marissa Hollinghurst
Nora Oesterle
Nikita Luhar

Year 3:

1st
2nd
3rd

Melody Zhao
Phoebe Masheter
Ella Walker

Instrumentalists and Ensembles
Vocal:
1st
2nd
3rd

Eva Hurst
Rhea Sudhakar
Paavana Sugumar

Beginners:
The String Quartet and Choir perform
at the Ramsbottom Music Festival,
both achieving 2nd place

1st
2nd
3rd

The massed choir at the Spring
Concert at the Victoria Halls

I remember when everyone was dancing on the playground to the music at
playtime,
while the sound system was being tested for the Spring Fair! - Amelia Quinton
Taylor,

Noor-Al-Haya Razaq-Aziz
Sophie Neville
Anagha Harishkumar

Woodwind, Brass and Drums:
1st
2nd
3rd

6J

Mrs Joseph
I remember being given a teddy bear and a card signed by all the class and
friends
My
up.
me
cheered
and
surprise
lovely
when I broke my wrist, which was a
6J
,
Chandra
Ella
Emilie and Holly organised it for me.

Emily Bowden
Pip Nuttall
Marissa Hollinghurst

Strings:
1st
2nd
3rd

Amishi Mahesh & Rhea Sudhakar
Kate Beirne & Imogen Ferrier
Simran Limdi & Anoushka Sharma

Small Ensemble:
1st	Piano Duet:
Alexia Howarth & Anna Brennand
Ensemble:

We went to the AJIS Sings competition and the fire alarm went off when we
were singing
our song. A week later we went to the Ramsbottom Music Festival and once
again, the
fire alarm went off while we were singing! - Zara Kadva, 6J

1st	String Quartet:
Anoushka Sharma, Molly Grimshaw,
Rhea Sudhakar & Imogen Ferrier

were
When we were doing Bikeability we stopped by a lake and Ishaani and Olivia
other.
each
on
mud
chasing each other. They got very muddy and were rubbing
Gabrielle Read, 6J
My favourite memory was trying to wake Ishaani up in the morning at Patterda
le.
We had to actually drag her out of bed! - Mia Livesey, 6J
in
I loved going to Queen’s Park for a picnic in Year 3 after we made sandwiches
was
which
wrap
Design Technology. My sandwich was a lettuce and tandoori chicken
We
too.
came
delicious. We were also allowed to bring family with us so my Nanna
had fun playing in the playground too. - Olivia Melling, 6J

SPIRIT 2018
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Happiness is…

Sport

… the freedom of an animal
(Harriet Kennedy, Year 3)

… summer vibes
(Arwen Coetzee, Year 4)

... playing the piano
(Nikita Luhar, Year 4)

… happy memories: Daddy and me
(Eesha Dhaygude, Year 5)

The Year 5/6 Cross Country team this year
won ‘the double’ – the Bolton Schools’ Cross
Country Championships and League – with
the Year 3/4 team also victorious in the
Championships. Great individual performances
at the AJIS Biathlon also saw the Year 6 team
win. At the qualifying round of the ESSA
Nationals, the Year 5/6 team competed in
medley and freestyle relays and were in
the top three, winning them a place at the
National Finals! The Year 4/5 swimmers also
won the Bolton Schools’ Competition, earning
them a spot at the Greater Manchester
Schools’ Games where they placed 3rd. A
team of Year 6 pupils competed in the Bolton
High 5 Netball Tournament, achieving second
place after a closely fought final: as runners
up, they also represented Bolton at the
Greater Manchester Schools’ Games in July.

Bolton High 5 Netball Tournament

… my baby sister, Rosa
(Jennah Kideer, Year 5)

… giraffes roaming free under the African
Sun (Imogen Ferrier, Year 6)

Greater Manchester Schools
Games Bronze Medallists

… a world of peace
(Alexia Howarth, Year 6)

… maths
(Du’a Qedwai, Year 6)

y, then the
At the Spring Fair I won the enormous teddy by guessing the name correctl
6J
,
following year I won the InstaCamera. - Holly Durnian
When we were doing Bikeability I felt great because I was far in front while
going up
the hill and I overtook people. -Ruby Whittle, 6J

The Year 5/6 Cross Country
team won ‘the double’

her
On the ski trip we turned Imogen into a ‘girly’ girl by doing her hair and showing
6J
Cutler,
Sophie
funny!
so
was
it
and
how to act. She went along with it

My favourite memory was the Y6
Drama morning in Senior School. Our
play was a weird twist on Cinderella. Freya Wood, 6J

My favourite memory was trying to wake Ishaani up in the morning at Patterda
le.
We had to actually drag her out of bed! - Mia Livesey, 6J

I enjoyed Pi Day in Year 6 and also
eating the pie! – Maryam Salih, 6L
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Patterdale Memories:

The hairy-scary-man jump was brilliant at Patterdale. It’s like
jumping off a cliff and you land in the water. - Emilie Graham, 6J
My favourite memor y was gorge walking at Patterdale. Even
though it was cold and everyone was slipping we had a lot of
fun. - Olivia Dance, 6J

My favourite memor y was at Patterdale in Year 4 when we
woke up at 4am. We were trying to be quiet and creep out of
bed to get a book, but Olivia was swinging from the bunkbed
and fell and woke everyone up anyway! - Emma Arnison, 6J
I remember people playing ‘knock-the-door-run’ at Patterdale
and wondering who it was! - Emma Taylor-Beardsworth, 6J
My best memor y about Hesketh House is when we all went to
Patterdale and did fun activities. Rock climbing, canoeing and
archery were my favourites. – Zaynab Ali, 6L
I remember going on a walk at Patterdale and as a few of us
needed the toilet, we formed a line and had to go one at time
on the path! - Eva Liu, 6J
My funniest memor y is at Patterdale when my friend told me
I snored! – Claudia Jones, 6L

SPIRIT 2018

My best memories of Hesketh House are having a giggle every
day with my best friends and setting the fire alarm off at
Patterdale. – Caitlin Hurt, 6L
One time, at Patterdale, the instructor asked me a question
and I didn’t know the answer, so I said, “Err…” to which the
instructor said, “Yes, that’s right: ‘air’”. – Zara McCann, 6L
A memorable moment was in Patterdale doing the ‘HairyScary-Man-Jump’ into the lake with Mrs Marsden in Year 5. –
Tavleen Kaur, 6L
I will never forget when my group for Bushcraft at Patterdale
couldn’t start a fire and eventually had to get another group
to do it for us! Later we built a shelter and in the presentation
I played the ‘Big Bad Rock’ and scared everyone! –
Du’a Qedwai, 6L
We were gorge-walking at Patterdale in Year 4 when a large
wave knocked us over. Our friends had to come back and
rescue us and we had to do the whole walk again. - Coco Jones
and Simran Limdi, 6J
At Patterdale, whilst Du’a was praying and I was making a den
with Alexia, all of a sudden Claudia fell off the top of the triple
bunkbeds. Du’a just carried on as if nothing had happened! –
Nyah Pomian, 6L
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Hesketh House MFL
Mrs Hornby ran a new Year 3 Lego
Lingo club where we practised our
Spanish whilst building Lego kits.
We had fun sorting our bricks into
colours, counting our bricks and
then using the dictionaries to say
what we had made.
We celebrated World Book Day
by reading ‘Sugarlump and the
Unicorn’ by Julia Donaldson in
Spanish, which lead to a colourful
topic on Dragons and Unicorns.
Year 6 had fun creating a verb
song about Sport and we loved
reporting on the Royal Wedding
celebrations in French.

India Day
In recent years the annual Modern Foreign Languages (MFL) Day has
become a hugely popular and successful fixture at the Junior Girls’
School. This year pupils spent the day absorbing the culture and
languages of India, and parents and grandparents shared their culture
and knowledge throughout the day. A ‘show and tell’ assembly started
the day with singing, musical instruments and dance, before girls were
whisked off into a host of activities to complete their ‘Indian Passport’.
Girls enjoyed an Indian dance workshop, tried on traditional clothing,
learned about the Pongal harvest festival and the symbolism of the
Indian flag, wrote their names in Kannada and Tamil, sang in Tamil and
Hindi, and created Rangoli designs, Mehendi hand designs and brightlycoloured and bejewelled Indian elephants!

Fond Farewells...
Mrs Emma Phillips
Hesketh House
I started at Bolton School Junior
Girls’ in January 2010 as a Year 6
teacher, which is where I stayed
until this year when I moved
to Year 3. There have been so
many highlights in the past eight
years but things that really stand
out are the Patterdale trips,
particularly in recent years where
they have incorporated the
John Muir Award, and the Year 6
productions of Scheherazade and
The Key Master. Hesketh House
is a beautiful building to work in
and I know I will miss working
with such dedicated colleagues
and enthusiastic pupils. This
summer we are relocating to
Knaresborough to move closer
to our family in North Yorkshire.
I will be joining Oatlands Junior
School as a Year 3 class teacher
Science Coordinator.

Mrs Barbara Tatlock
Hesketh House
Mrs Tatlock started teaching at
Bolton School in 1998, providing
twenty years of dedicated
service at the Junior School,
a year of which was spent at
Beech House helping smooth
the transition from Year 3 pupils
to Junior School life. In addition
to teaching, she added much to
the extra-curricular programme
and for many years organised
the ski trips. She collaborated
with the staff at Patterdale
Hall and made significant
contributions to the Junior
outdoor pursuits programmes.
She worked tirelessly to
implement and improve exciting
activities, especially in the
Mrs Tatlock (left) & Mrs Critchley
Year 6 programme which now
incorporates the John Muir
Award for conservation. Over the years, many pupils benefited from
her enthusiasm for outdoor learning and, when asked to recall their
favourite memories of life at Hesketh House, Patterdale always ranks
top of their list.
Mrs Tatlock looks forward to great times ahead replacing the busy
school schedule with an equally busy lifestyle that includes improving
her photography skills, travel, spending more time with her family
here and those in Australia and relishing time with her baby grandson,
Zach. She enjoys an athletic lifestyle, regularly participating in 5 and
10K runs. Earlier this year, she participated in a 5K run organised during
and as part of the Commonwealth Games on the Gold Coast. As a
valued colleague, she will be missed in many ways but especially for her
wonderful sense of humour and rigorous organisation.
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Miss Becky Wadey

Mrs Beth Lowe

I came to Bolton School in 2007 to cover Ms Noot’s first maternity,
having completed my NQT year in a school on the North Devon coast.
So Bolton was a little bit of a shock in terms of the local environment
– no beach, but plenty of hills and strange local accents! After a few
days of being here I decided that I wanted to work here forever – after
all where else do you get fed at work and have cake at break? This
dream came true 18 months later when Mrs Richards invited me back
for interview for a permanent position. I was made up. Since then
I have made it my mission to get involved in as many activities as
possible.

In conversation with her Year 13 Literature group
Aminah: Which has been your favourite class?
It’s always the class I’m teaching – so it’s you, of course.
Meg: What made you want to teach in the first place?
An inspirational primary school teacher, Mrs Baines, introduced me
to writers like Alan Garner, CS Lewis and Paul Gallico. She spotted
my passion for literature before I even knew I had one and I’m forever
indebted to her. I applied for teaching training after my degree in
English & Philosophy because I wanted to share that love of reading. I
knew that teaching A level would be hugely enjoyable. I wasn’t wrong.
I have absolutely loved it. I don’t think younger pupils have always
caught the literature bug – but I’ve tried! Now I understand that it’s
not really the subject you’re teaching that matters but the people!
Lauren: So what’s your all time favourite text to teach?
“Hamlet”. It has something for everyone and it’s one of the most
challenging pieces of literature ever produced I think. Every time I read
it I find something completely new and fresh.
Holly: What has made you question, “Why am I doing this?!”
That’s an easy one: so much more time spent record keeping and form
filling than ever before and scrutiny in the form of inspection. It’s vital
that as teachers (and pupils) we have the headspace to think about
what we’re doing or else we are in danger of becoming automatons
and, in the long run, less effective teachers.
Ellie: What’s the silliest question you’ve ever been asked?
One Year 11 asked me if I’d taught the actor Ian McKellan (Gandalf)
when he attended Bolton School. He’s 78!
Amy: What was your most embarrassing moment at Bolton
School?
Years ago a girl answered a question with her bottom lip caught
in her brace. No matter how hard she tried she could only make a
strangulated noise. This is really bad of me but I got an attack of the
giggles that lasted most of the lesson. She was very forgiving.
Lauren: What are your favourite things about Bolton School?
Apart from amazing, supportive colleagues and wonderful pupils? (I
mean it – it’s a privilege to work in this school.) I would have to say:
the smell of the Great Hall (I love walking through it when it’s empty),
the slightly anarchic Easter celebration and spicy wedges covered in
grated cheese.
Shakira: If you weren’t a
teacher what would you
be?
I had an interest in a legal
career for a while and even
considered retraining at
one point in my twenties.
But I know I was right to
stay in teaching. Being
Head of Careers and Higher
Education means I was able
to do two jobs in a way
and that always kept me
interested in my work. So,
no regrets. Now I’m about
to embark on a new phase
where I can explore my own
creative projects – I can’t
wait!

The reason I became a Geography teacher was because I love
Geography, I am quite bossy and I live to travel the world. Working
here has provided me with the opportunities to live these dreams.
I have managed to travel to five continents with the Geography
department and through World Challenge. I have trekked in the
Himalayas, the Andes and the Swalizand lowlands whilst watching
the girls grow in confidence and independence. It is so important
that young people get to expand their horizons by experiencing other
cultures as they seem to be spending so much of their time looking
down at their phones.
School has also provided me with the opportunity to combine another
of my passions, snowboarding, with teaching. For a few years I
instructed snowboarding at Chill Factore on Saturday mornings. When
this role ended, I worked with Mr Bradley on the Ski and Snowboard
Club every other Monday during the winter months. This has been
great fun and I am sure many of the girls and boys will carry on with
their skills through life as I have done.
I never wanted to leave this school, but after I lost my dad and then
had a baby, my priorities in life changed to making sure my family is
OK. So I will be returning to the North Devon coastline to live near
my mother and I will be Head of Department in a small school on the
edge of Exmoor – and will once again try to take every opportunity
that comes my way

SPIRIT
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Fond Farewells...
Miss Georgina Irvine

Mrs Ilona Smalley

I have spent seventeen years of my life at Bolton School, seven as a
school girl and the last ten as a teacher. From my very first day all I
wanted to do was learn languages and my very first lesson back in
September 1982 was French with Miss Kelly, whom we all know now
as Mrs Shafiq! After French I took up German and then when Spanish
was offered as a two-year course I signed up for that so that I could
learn the words to Gloria Estefan’s songs in Spanish.

When I first came to Bolton School 34 years ago as Head of Home
Economics I knew I had arrived at a lovely school and I continue to
be impressed by the beautiful buildings, grounds and traditions. I was
quite a new teacher when I joined, and found I had very enthusiastic
classes and the sheer volume of work they got through staggering. I
prepared many resources on the Bander machine – no photocopier or
iPads in those days and each master sheet was hand written, it took
hours. Practical work was key and we taught highly skilled dishes, just
as the GCSE has now returned to, along with 3 hour practical exams.

I got the chance to return to Bolton School as a languages teacher
in 2008 and have mostly taught Spanish for the last 10 years. I have
enjoyed all the activities revolving around languages, especially the
trips. A favourite moment on the Year 10 Spanish exchange was when
I told the girls that not only were we going to watch the changing of
the guards at the Royal Palace, but that we had been invited for tea
with the Princess as she was a friend of mine from when I was working
in Madrid a few years earlier. The girls were very excited and anxious
about their outfits; it’s a shame they didn’t realise it was April 1st.
They did get their own back on me though. Last year’s Middle School
trip to Gredos was such a delight too; I especially enjoyed sampling
the girls’ Spanish omelettes and the day trip to Salamanca. The
Sixth Form trip to El Puerto de Santa María, near Cádiz, was another
highlight of my time here; it’s definitely a place that I will be returning
to for the great food, sherry and culture.
I have decided to take a break from full-time teaching and I am really
excited about setting up my own business, Profesora Irvine: Spanish
Language Consultancy, to support businesses, schools and individuals.
As well as private tuition, I will be providing GCSE and A Level training
in schools and revision workshops in the holidays. I will also be
offering Spanish translation services to small business and ex-pats. It’s
a challenge that I’m really looking forward to!
Bolton School will always be a part of my life and I will miss all the
lovely girls and kind and supportive colleagues.

I was soon roped in to be a Year 11 Form Tutor and quickly got the
hang of preparing for events, lining up in order along the B corridor
to process into the Hall. The whole school practised standing and
sitting all together while holding the chair in front, so nothing moved!
The Great Hall has a huge impact on everyone, but it is the centre
of so many things I enjoyed – weekly assemblies, musical concerts,
celebration of results and all the Christmas festivities particularly
the Christmas Post, although I couldn’t pretend to understand even
half of it!
During my time here I have really seen the school progress.
Technology is now the key to everything and the introduction of
iPads transformed lessons and school management. The Riley Centre
made a significant difference to Sixth Form life. As part of the pastoral
team involved with the management of the girls’ old common room
and the cosy alcoves it was a radical change to have the smart top
floor for studying, modern café and recreational area – all shared with
the boys! No more bags and dirty mugs to tussle with. I very much
enjoyed my time at the centre of Sixth Form life. Working closely
with the Prefect team was a great privilege and I soon realised just
how important these delightful young women are to the running of
the school.
I have held many roles – Head of Food Technology, Deputy Head of
Sixth Form, NQT coordinator, Head of Upper School. Latterly Years
10 and 11 have certainly kept me on my toes! February half term has
seen me take part in many ski trips and I became the proud holder
of the ASCL qualification. I have been fortunate to have skied with
some very accomplished young skiers from both Divisions. Through
these roles I have worked closely with a wide range of staff and I never
ceased to be amazed by their dedication and sheer hard work, which
helps to make school life such a positive experience. I will not miss
the hectic 50 minute practical cookery lessons, when things are still in
the oven at the end, the washing up needs doing and the next lesson
started 5 minutes ago.
I am very lucky to have
worked in such a creative
and passionate Technology
Department, teaching
‘cookery’ to so many
enthusiastic and interested
pupils and this is definitely
the highlight of my time
at Bolton School. I will
miss the school and all the
people but look forward
to enjoying more time to
travel, cook and garden
and see my family more
regularly, especially my new
granddaughter.
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Mrs Janet Gilding

Mrs Sue Holt

As an Old Girl, Bolton School parent and soon-to-be-ex member of
the teaching staff, I feel privileged to have benefitted from the ‘full
Bolton School experience’! I never imagined for one moment that I
would spend my last teaching post back in the school I’d loved as a
pupil.

I was planning to retire from my role as Head of Science at a large
comprehensive school when Mr Ball asked me if I wanted to apply for
a part-time position at BSGD. I am glad that he did! The last six years
have been the very best of my teaching career. I can honestly say that
I have thoroughly enjoyed every minute of my time here.

From an early age I’d always known that I wanted a career as a
Maths teacher. Dealing with numbers and problem solving seemed
so much easier and more rewarding than any other subject at
school! I was privileged to benefit from inspirational teachers in the
Girls’ Division. Some of you may remember Mrs Val Hanrahan (who
retired a few years ago) and Miss Margaret Dickinson (ex-Deputy
Head of the school), who both encouraged and inspired me. After
studying Mathematics at the University of Newcastle-Upon-Tyne,
my teaching career began in the small mining town of Ashington in
Northumberland. The Maths teaching was fine, but I spent the first
few weeks dreading questions from the pupils, as I struggled to ‘tune
in’ to a much broader Geordie accent than I had ever experienced
before!

From the moment I arrived I felt ‘at home’. The mutually supportive
and responsive atmosphere is palpable. The students are pursuing
academic excellence, yet at the same time they are creative,
independent, community spirited and are great fun to work with.
The staff as well have been welcoming, friendly and reassuring. I
cannot begin to explain how much I have enjoyed teaching here. The
opportunity to teach Physics, which I love, at such an establishment is
one that I would not have missed for the world.

My husband’s job relocated to the North West and, after a post as
Head of Mathematics in Warrington, I enjoyed a career break to
spend time at home with my daughter and son. It was only when Kate
reached school age that my links to Bolton School, this time from a
parent’s perspective, were re-established; and in January 2008, I was
fortunate enough to join the Maths Department in the Girls’ Division
and resume my teaching career alongside a talented, dedicated, and
supportive team of Mathematicians. As an Old Girl it took some
time to adjust to being ‘on the other side of the desk’! Coming back
to the wonderful buildings, grounds and traditions (with all their
changes and improvements) did not disappoint. My ten years here
have flown by, and there are so many things I’m going to miss, from
the many wonderful, enthusiastic and talented pupils I have taught,
to the amusing Christmas Posts (which I can’t claim to have ever
understood fully), cleverly written Prefects’ Pantos, fabulous concerts
(only possible because of all the talented musicians) and the poignant
Ceremony of Carols. My overriding memory of Bolton School will
always be the fantastic people who make it what it is.
I’m now excited to move on to the next phase of my life. Whilst I’ll
certainly maintain my links to school (after all … ’Once a Bolton
School girl, always a Bolton School Girl’) I’m looking forward to having
the luxury of time to relax with a good book, catch up more often
with ‘old’ friends, travel
to all those places on my
‘to do’ list, and perhaps
even try my hand at wood
turning! (Something that’s
always appealed to me, but
have never quite got around
to!) I suspect that I could be
rather busy! My very best
wishes to you all - I will
miss you!
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So why am I leaving?
Well, I am not getting any younger and the journey to and from
the school around the Manchester orbital motorway network is a
nightmare, so somewhat reluctantly I have decided to call it a day.
What will I miss?
Well everything really. As well as the teaching and the friends I have
made, the list includes the Ceremony of Carols, Sports Day, the
Prefects’ Christmas Panto, the Easter Extravaganza, the fund raising
activities, and the beautiful building and grounds.
What will I do?
I have not got any great plans. I will still be working one day a week
in my role as Teaching and Learning Coach for the Institute of Physics,
and I have some long haul holidays planned. One to China and another
to Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam and Cambodia. I hope to have more
time to spend with family and friends and also to spend in my garden.
I expect I will also be required to update my text books as and when
the GCSE and A-level specifications are changed again.
It has been a great privilege to work at BSGD, and as I leave I would
like to give my very best wishes to all the staff and the students here.
Continue to be kind and supportive of one another and make the most
of every single day. Life is for enjoying – make sure you start and end
each day with smile.
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Alumni Events
Bristol Dinner

Oxford Dinner

Cambridge Dinner

The Grand Hotel
Friday 29th September 2017

St Anne’s College, University of Oxford
Friday 24th November 2017

Gonville & Caius College, University of Cambridge
Friday 2nd February 2018

Meriel Lewis (1977-1980), Mark Buckley and
Roger Smith (1972-1979)
Katie Lloyd (Class of 2012) and Sue Hincks

“First dinner and lovely to make
contact with Old Boltonians
Gill Bridge
after 40 years!”

Laura Henthorn (née Carless, 1970-1977),
Carl Bridge, Gill Bridge (née Deller, Class of
1977), John Sharples (Class of 1974)

“Always interesting to hear about
Old Boltonians’ lives.”
Christine Lewis (née Lumb, 1946-1949)

“Thank you for a wonderful
evening … Please pass on my
thanks to everyone who helped
organise a perfect dinner.”
Meriel Lewis

Alex Hopkinson (2002-2016), Lucy Nolan
(1996-2010), Duncan Leary, Shannon Miller
(1997-2011), Erik Johnston, David Griffiths
(2001-2009) and Thomas Harrison 2006-2008)

“My first Oxford Dinner...
I have had a wonderful evening
reconnecting with friends I’ve
not seen for many years.”
Shannon Miller

Francesca Adams (Class of 2017), Eleanor
Harding (Class of 2015), Mrs Brace (Girls’
Division Staff), Keira Lucas (Class of 2017)
and Fiona Hazlitt (Class of 2017)

“An excellent evening – so glad I
was able to come and catch up
Mrs Brace
with everyone!”

Carol Haslam (née Bonser, 1959-1966 and
Old Girls’ Liaison Officer), Jenny Clack (née
Agnew, 1959-1966) and Robert Clack

“A great chance to catch up with
everyone from School.”
Francesca Adams

“Another great Alumni dinner...
looking forward to next year!’
Than Dar (2008-2015)

Scotland Dinner
Pollock Halls, The University of Edinburgh
Friday 4th May 2018

“Lovely evening in Edinburgh sharing
stories with different generations of
Old Girls and Old Boys.”
Olivia Davidson

“Thoroughly enjoyed catching up”
Ruth Brown (2006-2013)
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Ruth Glover (1972-1979), Laura Henthorn
(née Carless, 1970-1977) and Carol Haslam
(née Bonser, 1959-1966)

Olivia Davidson (2006-2013), Katherine
Etchells (2006-2013), Rebecca Whyte (19902004) and Molly Dick (2003-2017)
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Inspirational Alumni
Career Insights

Dealing with Stress and Depression

A range of professionals discussed their work
with Year 8 on their Careers Morning. The
speakers included two Old Girls from the
Class of 1983 who are now Bolton School
parents themselves. Rachel Crompton talked
about Civil Engineering, including how she
first became interested in this line of work
and the specific route needed to access
this career. Amanda Valentine, who is also
a Governor of the School, spoke about her
career in Accountancy, framing her talk as a
series of “life choices” which have impacted
her direction.

Old Girl Dr Lynne Daly (1965-1973) returned to Bolton School to talk to Year 11 in PSHEE,
offering them advice and techniques for dealing with stress and depression. Dr Daly has a
lifetime of experience from the NHS and working for the Ministry of Justice as a Consultant
Adolescent Forensic Psychiatrist. Her lively and interactive session gradually unravelled the
effects, causes and symptoms of anxiety and stress. She pointed out that a little stress can
be a good thing for all of us, allowing us to perform better, but too much and it becomes a
real problem. She offered various methods for dealing with stress and anxiety. The topic of
depression was also discussed candidly and Dr Daly talked again about effects and symptoms
and gave advice.

‘8’ Class Reunion

Members of the Classes of ‘08, ‘98, ‘88, ‘78, ‘68,’58 and ‘48 returned to
Bolton School to enjoy a day reminiscing about their days as pupils and
catching up with old friends and familiar faces.

Forthcoming
Events...
Friday 9th Nov 2018
Old Girls’ Lunch & Armistice Memorial,
Arts Centre, Bolton School
Friday 16th Nov 2018
Oxford Dinner, St Hugh’s College
Friday 1st Feb 2019
Cambridge Dinner, Christ’s College
Friday 8th Feb 2019
Old Girls’ Lunch, Arts Centre, Bolton
School
Friday 1st March 2019
London Dinner, Roux at Parliament Square
Saturday 27th April 2019
9s Class Reunion, Bolton School
Friday 3rd May 2019
Alumni Scottish Dinner, University of
Edinburgh
Friday 7th June 2019
Old Girls’ Lunch & AGM, Arts Centre,
Bolton School
Friday 14th June 2019
Cumbria Lunch, Lindeth Howe Hotel
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DESTINATION OF LEAVERS
Francesca Adams
Millie Adamson
Umme Akberali
Nawal Akhtar
Zaynab Al-Falouji
Hannah Al-Saidi
Anjali Anicatt
Jane Astbury
Mariam Atcha
Anita Azavedo
Natasha Bagnall
Cerys Baines
Grace Ball
Anushka Basu
Lucy Baxter
Lucy Beard
Isobel Birtwhistle
Penny Booth
Eleanor Bracegirdle
Darcey Bradburn
Louisa Brophy
Rebecca Calderbank
Kiera Campbell
Saamin Cheema (Class of 2016)
Priya Chevli
Aishwarya Chohan
Francesca Chuck
Sreya Coomer
Corris Craggs
Victoria Cramer
Morgan Crawshaw
Sonali Daniel
Aleena Dhokia
Molly Dick
Rebecca Dixon
Caitlin Duckett
Emma Duper
Alex Duxbury
Caroline Fairclough
Amber Farrington
Kirsty Fielding
Olivia Gould
Jessica Gregori
Abbie Gregson
Chandrani Gupta
Emma Hailwood (Class of 2016)
Millie Hammond
Lucy Harper
Sophie Hayton
Fiona Hazlitt
Stephanie Higgins (Class of 2016)
Beth Holbrook
Beth Hodkinson
Juliette Howarth
Faye Hughes
Lauren Hurst
Ayat Hussein
Sophie Inkster
Khadijah Ismail
Hanna Jiva
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University of Cambridge
University of Manchester
University of Liverpool
Manchester Metropolitan University
Carol Davila University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Romania
Leeds Beckett University
Oxford University
University of Nottingham
University of Manchester
University of Glasgow
Durham University
Oxford University
The University of York
Keele University
University of Liverpool
University of Salford
Durham University
Falmouth University
The University of York
Bangor University
University of Newcastle upon Tyne
The University of Birmingham
Liverpool John Moores University
University College London
Liverpool Hope University
Liverpool John Moores University
University of Leeds
Imperial College London
Durham University
University of Exeter
University of Central Lancashire
Gap Year
University of Leeds
University of Edinburgh
University of Liverpool
University of Liverpool
LondonSchoolofEconomicsandPoliticalScience(UniversityofLondon)
University of Nottingham
The University of York
University of Liverpool
Oxford University
University of Newcastle upon Tyne
University of Liverpool
Gap Year, CTC Aviation (2018)
University of Warwick
Keele University
The University of York
The University of Winsconsin-Milwaukee
University of Manchester
University of Nottingham
University of Glasgow
University of Newcastle upon Tyne
Bangor University
University of Sheffield
University of Liverpool
Lancaster University
University of Manchester
University of Bath
Apprenticeship
Gap Year

Natural Sciences
Cognitive Neuroscience & Psychology
Medicine
Psychology
Medicine
Sports Events Management
History
Geography
Optometry
Anatomy
English Literature
History and Politics
Chemistry, Biological and Medicinal Chemistry with a Year Abroad
Psychology with Science Foundation Year
Communication and Media
Nursing – Registered Nurse (Child)
Modern Languages and Cultures (with Year Abroad)
Animation and Visual Effects
Computer Science
Psychology
Mathematics with Finance
Medicine
Media, Culture, Communication
Biochemistry
Computer Science
Psychology
Law
Medicine
Psychology (Applied)
History and Modern Languages
Law
Management and Spanish
Philosophy and Theology
Medicine
Psychology
History
Engineering and Physical Sciences with Foundation Year
French and Linguistics
Geography (Science)
Chemistry
Politics and History
Psychology
Pilot Training
Economics
Chemistry
Business and Management with a Year in Industry
History and Political Science
Pharmacy
Architecture
Spanish
Marketing and Management
Accounting and Finance
Genetics
Psychology
English Literature with Creative Writing
Optometry
Spanish and Politics
BAE Systems
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Charlotte Johnson
Victoria Jolley
Imogen Joyce
Riya Kalhan (Class of 2016)
Maria Kettle
Aaliyah Khan
Kiera Lucas
Libby Lupton
Alisha Maini
Hazra Majeed
Lucy Manley
Shivani Manoharan
Vasudha Marthi
Lucy Mcconvey
Caitlin Mcguffie
Molly Mclaughlin
Ashleigh Meech
Johanna Mercer
Fifi Mercer
Lois Mok
Mehranguiz Mokri
Charlotte Morley (Class of 2016)
Amelia Myatt
Mariam Nawaz
Aaminah Ougradar
Georgina Owen
Aaisha Patel
Ashna Patel
Khadeejah Patel
Elena Payne
Olivia Porter
Megan Preedy
Lottie Proctor
Katrina Reader
Alice Robinson
Millie Roden
Melissa Rose (Class of 2016)
Anna Rowlands
Samra Saddique
Elza Saeed
Sophia Secretary (Class of 2016)
Mariyah Seedat (Class of 2016)
Letitia Sermin-Reed
Amber Shaikh
Ruchika Sharma
Hannah Shaw
Jessie Sou
Eve Stephenson
Zoe Stirzaker
Olivia Sykes
Lily Tankard
Ella Tobin
Gaby Tomlinson
Holly Wilcock
Charlotte Winrow
Eleanor Winter
Charlotte Woolley
Evangeline Wright
Alisha-Faye Yearsley
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University of Chester
University of Nottingham
Coventry University
King’s College London (University of London)
University of Sheffield
Lancaster University
Anglia Ruskin University
University of Liverpool
University of Leeds
University of Manchester
University College London
University of Cambridge
University of Warwick
Sheffield Hallam University
University of Liverpool
University of Glasgow
University of Exeter
University of Reading
University of East Anglia
Bangor University
Gap Year
University of Leeds
University of Nottingham
University of Manchester
University of Manchester
University of Bristol
Gap Year
University of Edinburgh
University of Central Lancashire
The University of York
University of Greenwich
University of Central Lancashire
Gap Year
Manchester Metropolitan University
University of Bristol
Aston University
Royal Agricultural University
University of Nottingham
University of Leeds
Gap Year
University of Manchester
University of Manchester
University of Newcastle upon Tyne
Gap Year
Birkbeck, University of London
Durham University
University of Strathclyde
University of Warwick
University of Nottingham
Lancaster University
Gap Year
Bangor University
University of Sheffield
Northumbria University
University of Liverpool
Gap Year
Bristol Old Vic Theatre School
The University of York
Liverpool John Moores University

Dance
Geography
International Relations
Economics
Biochemistry
Medicine and Surgery
Optometry
Law and Criminology
Medicine
Accounting and Finance
English
Medicine
Economics
Nutrition, Diet and Lifestyles
Engineering Foundation
Law
Modern Languages
Psychology with Professional Placement
History
Law with Business Studies
Neuroscience
Classics
Psychology
Optometry
Mathematics
Law and Politics
Pharmacy
Environment, Economics and Ecology
International Business with Language
Economics
Human Resource Management
Medicine
International Business and German
Applied Equine Science and Business
Chemistry
Interdisciplinary Science (Foundation)
Neuroscience
Healthcare Science (Audiology)
Psychology
German
Modern Languages with Cultures
Mathematics
English and Theatre Studies
English and History
Geography
Philosophy and Religion
Law (European and International)
Foundation Year in Business
Bioveterinary Science
Stage Management
Computer Science
Business with Finance
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